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FrstEnerjgy CALCULATION REVIEW CHECKLIST CALCULATION NO..-3.  
REV.  

NOP-CC-2001-04 Rev. 00 
UNIT 

QUESTION iNAI Yes INoT COMMENTS RESOLUTION 

REFERENCES X 
1 Does the stated objective/purpose clearly describe why the calculation is being performed? 

2. Are applicable codes, standards, design/licensing basis documents, etc., including edition and X 
addenda where appropriate clearly identified? 

3. Do the references reflect the appropriate revision? X 

INPUTS X 
4. Are design inputs clearly identified and their source documents referenced, including revision 

level as appropriate? 
5. Are the design inputs relevant, current, consistent with design/licensing bases and directly X 

applicable to the purpose of the calculation, including appropriate tolerances and ranges/modes 
of operation? 

6. Are all design inputs retrievable? If not, have they been added as attachments? X 

7. Are preliminary or conceptual inputs clearly identified for later confirmation as open assumptions? X 

ASSUMPTIONS X 
8. Have the assumptions necessary to perform the analysis been adequately documented? 

9. Is suitable justification provided for all assumptions (except those based upon recognized X 
engineering practice, physical constants or elementary scientific principles)? 

10. Are all assumptions for the calculation reasonable and consistent with design/licensing bases? X 

11. Have all open assumptions needing later confirmation been clearly identified on the Calculation X 
cover sheet, including when the open assumption needs to be closed? 

12. Has a Condition Report been issued for open assumptions if required? X 

13. Have engineering judgments been used? X 

14. Are engineering judgments reasonable and adequately documented? X 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS X 
15. Is the method used appropriate considering the purpose and type of calculation? 
16. Is the method in accordance with applicable codes, standards, and design/licensing bases? X 

IDENTIFICATION OF COMPUTER CODES (Ref: NOP-SS-1001) X 
17. Have the versions of the computer codes employed in the design analysis been certified for this 

application? 
18. Are codes properly identified along with Source, inputs and outputs? X 

19. Is the code suitable for the analysis being performed? X 

20. Does the computer model, that has been created, adequately reflect actual (or to be modified) X -u-"rn 
plant conditions (e.g., dimensional accuracy, type of model/code options used, time steps, etc.)? _-.< 

21. Is the computer output reasonable when compared to inputs and what was expected? X (D 

COMPUTATIONS X C_- C 
22. Are the equations used consistent with recognized engineering practice and design/licensing Z 

bases? 4 :_0__ 
23. Is justification provided for any equations not in common use? X -) -b 

24. Is the justification reasonable? X __ 

25. Have adjustment factors, uncertainties, empirical correlations, etc., used in the analysis been X 
correctly applied? 

26. Is the result presented with proper units and tolerance? X 

27. Has proper consideration been given to results that may be overly sensitive to very small X 

changes in input? T. I
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FwrstEner y CALCULATION REVIEW CHECKLIST CALCULATION NO. 3. ?_.  

REV. O 

NOP-CC-2001-04 Rev. 00 UNIT 

QUESTION iNA Yes iNo COMMENTS RESOLUTION 

CONCLUSIONS X 
28. Is the magnitude of the result reasonable when compared to Inputs? 

29. Is the direction of trends reasonable? X 

30. Are stated conclusions justifiable based on the calculation results? X 

31. Are all pages sequentiaily numbered and marked with a valid calculation number? X 

32. Is all information legible and reproducible? X 

33. Have all changes in the documentation been initialed (or signed) and dated by the author of the X 

change and all required reviewers? 
34. Have all calculation results stayed within existing design/licensing basis parameters? X This calc deviates from current LAR being prepared to adopt 

design and licensing basis. this calculation for PNPP.  

35. If the response to Question 34 is NO, has Licensing been notified as appropriate? (i.e. UFSAR or X 
Tech Spec Change Request has been initiated).  

36. Does the calculation meet its purpose/objective? X 

37. Has the calculation vendor used all applicable design information/requirements provided? X 

38. Did the calculation vendor determine if the calculation was referenced in design basis documents X 
and/or databases? 

39. Did the Preparer determine if the calculation was used as a reference in the UFSAR? X 

40. If the calculation is used as a reference in the UFSAR, is a change to the UFSAR required or an X USAR affected. Once LAR is approved, the 

update to the UFSAR Validation Database, if applicable, required? USAR will be updated. LAR 
includes USAR changes 

41. If the answer to Question 40 is YES, have the appropriate documents been initiated? X See item 40.  

42. Is the calculation acceptable for use? X 

43. What checking method was used to review the calculation? Check all that apply.  

'spot check for math X 

* complete check for math X 

* comparison with tests 

* check by alternate method X 

* comparison with previous calculation X

Review Summary: The FHA calculation, methodology, use of the code, etc. was completely reviewed and found acceptable. In addition, during the course of the 

calculation development, an analysis was done using an Excel spreadsheet which yielded identical results. Editorial comments provided to clarify the calculation, 

The EDE for 1135 in the calc does not agree with FR12 (available at http://www.epa.gov/radiation/federal/docs/fgrl2.pdf). The cale used a value from MACCS2 (DIN15) 

which is slightly higher than the FR12 value (conservative which is OK).

rA Thu'hnin~l R~vlnw

Reviewer (Print and Sign Name) 
David A. Studley

C)ate
IF Owner's Accentance Review (Reauired for calculations oreoared by a vendor)

Reviewer: (Print and Sign Name)
A111

Approver: (Print and Sign Name) "/
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Date
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FirstEnery CALCULATION REVIEW CHECKLIST CALCULATION NO. 3.2.15.14 

REV. 0 

NOP-CC-2001-04 Rev. 00 
_____________________UNIT Perry 

QUESTION INAI Yes INoI COMMENTS RESOLUTION 

REFERENCES X 

1 Does the stated objective/purpose clearly describe why the calculation is being performed? 
2. Are applicable codes, standards, design/licensing basis documents, etc., including edition and x 

addenda where appropriate clearly identified? ....  

3. Do the references reflect the appropriate revision? x 

INPUTS X 

4. Are design inputs clearly identified and their source documents referenced, including revision 
level as appropriate? 

5. Are the design inputs relevant, current, consistent with design/licensing bases and directly x Not necessarily consistent with N/A 
applicable to the purpose of the calculation, including appropriate tolerances and ranges/modes design/license bases. License 
of operation? amendment request required.  

6. Are all design inputs retrievable? If not, have they been added as attachments? x 

7. Are preliminary or conceptual inputs clearly identified for later confirmation as open assumptions? x 

ASSUMPTIONS X 

8. Have the assumptions necessary to perform the analysis been adequately documented? 

9. Is suitable justification provided for all assumptions (except those based upon recognized x 
engineering practice, physical constants or elementary scientific principles)? 

10. Are all assumptions for the calculation reasonable and consistent with design/licensing bases? x See comment to item 5 N/A 

11. Have all open assumptions needing later confirmation been clearly identified on the Calculation X 
cover sheet, including when the open assumption needs to be closed? 

12. Has a Condition Report been issued for open assumptions if required? X 

13. Have engineering judgments been used? X 

14. Are engineering judgments reasonable and adequately documented? X 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS X 

15. Is the method used appropriate considering the purpose and type of calculation? 

16. Is the method in accordance with applicable codes, standards, and design/licensing bases? x See comment to item 5 N/A 

IDENTIFICATION OF COMPUTER CODES (Ref: NOP-SS-1001) x 

17. Have the versions of the computer codes employed in the design analysis been certified for this 
application? 

18. Are codes properly identified along with source, inputs and outputs? x 

19. Is the code suitable for the analysis being performed? x Code is NRC endorsed_...... N/A 

20. Does the computer model, that has been created, adequately reflect actual (or to be modified) x 
plant conditions (e.g., dimensional accuracy, type of model/code options used, time steps, etc.)? 

21. Is the computer output reasonable when compared to inputs and what was expected? x

COMPUTATIONS 

22. Are the equations used consistent with recognized engineering practice and design/licensing -t D3

23. Is justification provided for any equations not in common use? x (D 

24. Is the justification reasonable? x 

25. Have adjustment factors, uncertainties, empirical correlations, etc., used in the analysis been x 

correctly applied? C__ 

26. Is the result presented with proper units and tolerance? x 

27. Has proper consideration been given to results that may be overly sensitive to very small x Refer to sensitivity analyses N/A 

changes in input? _F

'0 

0) 

00 

(0 I-

See comment to item 5 N/AX
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FirstEnerjy CALCULATION REVIEW CHECKLIST CALCULATION NO. 3.2.15.14 

REV. 0 

NOP-CC-2001-04 Rev. 00 _________________________________________________________ ______________UNIT__ NIT rerr 

QUESTION NA Yes No COMMENTS RESOLUTION 

CONCLUSIONS X 
28. Is the magnitude of the result reasonable when compared to inputs? 
29. Is the direction of trends reasonable? x 

30. Are stated conclusions justifiable based on the calculation results? x 

31. Are all pages sequentially numbered and marked with a valid calculation number? x 

32. Is all information legible and reproducible? x 

33. Have all changes in the documentation been initialed (or signed) and dated by the author of the x Two typographical errors corrected N/A 
change and all required reviewers? as part of this review on page 16.  

34. Have all calculation results stayed within existing design/licensing basis parameters? x See comment to item 5 N/A 
35. If the response to Question 34 is NO, has Licensing been notified as appropriate? (i.e. UFSAR or x License amendment request has N/A 

Tech Spec Change Request has been initiated), been prepared.  
36. Does the calculation meet its purpose/objective? x 

37. Has the calculation vendor used all applicable design information/requirements provided? x 

38. Did the calculation vendor determine if the calculation was referenced in design basis documents x FE to prepare USAR Change and N/A 
and/or databases? ATLAS database updates 

39. Did the Preparer determine if the calculation was used as a reference in the UFSAR? x 
40. If the calculation is used as a reference in the UFSAR, is a change to the UFSAR required or an x 

update to the UFSAR Validation Database, if applicable, required? 
41. If the answer to Question 40 is YES, have the appropriate documents been initiated? x License amendment prepared. N/A 

42. Is the calculation acceptable for use? x Pending NRC approval N/A 

43. What checking method was used to review the calculation? Check all that apply. X Reviewed inputs to calculation. N/A 
. spot check for math X Did not re-run RADTRAD Code. N/A 
. complete check for math X 

- comparison with tests _ 

* check by alternate method X 
. comparison with previous calculation X

Review Summary: The USAR Change Request and ATLAS database update will consider the entire amendment request content and will be processed according to 
procedures upon NRC amendment approval. Owner's acceptance review looked at the calculation, sensitivities, appendix, as well as the attachments for approach, 
inputs, and conclusions. It is noted that Appendix A to the calculation evaluates a scenario that was identified in Condition Report 01-4224 as a result of a review of 
the draft amendment request. The associated amendment request was reviewed to ensure that the calculation and request were consistent.

EI Technical Review Z Owner's Acceptance Review (Required for calculations prepared by a vendor) 
Reviewer: (Print and Sign Name) Date 
A. Widmer _ m 01-08-02 °'0 

'T~t 9~L 4l.~l.~r-uJ J(.. o c/ 

r-

Reviewer (Print and Sign Name) Date
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6.5.2 Decay Time 

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT: The reactor shall be subcritical for at least 
24 hours.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5, during CORE ALTERATIONS.  

ACTION: With the react r subcritical for less than 24 hours, suspend all 
operations invo ving movement of irradiated fuel in the reactor 
pressure vessel.  

TESTING REQUIREMENTS: 

6.5.2.1 The reactor shall be determined to have been subcritical for at 
least 24 hours by verification of the date and time of 
subcriticality prior to movement of irradiated fuel in the reactor 
pressure vessel.  

BASES: The minimum requirement for reactor subcriticality prior to fuel 
movement ensures that sufficient time has elapsed to allow the 
radioactive decay of the short lived fission products. This decay 
time is consistent with the assumptions used in the accident 
analyses.  

sa.  

iCR'
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Primary Containment and Drywell Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 2.c. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low. Level 1 
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) 
LCO. and 
APPLICABILITY This Function is required to be OPERABLE during oprations with 

a potential for draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs) because 
the capability of isolating potential sources of leakage must 
be provided to ensure that offsite dose limits are not exceeded 
if core damage occurs. However, OPDRVs assume that one or more 
fuel assemblies are loaded into the core. Therefore, if the 
fuel is fully off-loaded from the reactor vessel, this Function 
is not required to be OPERABLE.  

This Function isolates the Group 2 isolation valves.  

2.a. Containment and Drywell PurQe Exhaust-Plenum 
Radi ati on-Hi qh 

High purge exhaust plenum radiation is an indication of 
possible gross failure of the fuel cladding. The release may 
have originated from four the primary containment due to a 
break in the RCPB. When Purge Exhaust-Plenum Radiation-High is 
detected, valves whose penetrations communicate with the 
primary containment atmosphere are isolated to limit the 
release of fission products. Additinally, , the Purg Exhust- o i 
Plcnun Radiatien Hlh is.-assumed to initiatc isolation of the 
pprimary conta inmcnt during a fuel handling acci dcnt ino i 

'1 n~d-ing of rcccntly irradiatcd fucl (R4; ).I addition.  
'-" this Function provides an isolation signal to certain drywell 

isolation valves. The isolation of drywell isolation valves.  
in combination with other accident mitigation systems.  
functions to ensure that steam and water releases to the 
drywell are channeled to the suppression pool to maintain the 
drywell suppression function of the drywell.  

The Purge Exhaust-Plenum Radiation-High signals are initiated 
from four radiation detectors that are located on the purge 
exhaust plenum ductwork coming from the drywell and 
containment. The signal from each detector is input to an 
individual monitor whose trip outputs are assigned to an 
isolation channel.  

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 2.q Containment and Drywell Purge 
SAFETY ANALYSES, Exhaust-Plenum Radiation - High (continued) 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY Four channels of Containment and Drywell Purge Exhaust-Plenum 

Radiation-High Function are required to be OPERABLE to ensure 
that no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation 
function. Containment and Drywell Purge System inboard and 
outboard isolation valves each use a separate two-out-of-two 
isolation logic.  

The Allowable Values are chosen to promptly detect gross 
failure of the fuel cladding and to ensure offsite doses 
remain below 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 100 limits (for the design
basis Revised Accident Source Term (RAST) LOCA analysis, the 
licensing basis offsite dose limit is 25 rem TEDE (Ref. 11)).  

The Function is required to be OPERABLE during operations with 
a potential for draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs), @1 
oVcmn of rocontly 41rra1i~atc fuoel azznlizi toprmr 

t ------ coat.aimt because the capability of detecting radiation 
releases due to fuel failures (due to fuel uncoveryecrdrppe- 

.,- fuezl-e.ei,•lis) must be provided to ensure offsite dose limits 
are not exceeded. However, OPDRVs assume that one or more fuel 
assemblies are loaded into the core. Therefore, if the fuel is 
fully off-loaded from the reactor vessel, this Function is not 
requ~ired to be OPERABLE. Due te r-adioacti'.' deeca" handling of 

.4ccPicd4A prFt of. a eritical -- oatr eare ;it Hn the prcicus 

These Functions isolate the Group 8 valves.  

2.h. Manual Initiation 

The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals 
into the primary containment and drywell isolation logic that 
are redundant to the automatic protective instrumentation and 
provide manual isolation capability. There is no specific USAR 
safety analysis that takes credit for this Function. It is 
retained for the isolation function as required by the NRC in 
the plant licensing basis.  

There are four push buttons for the logic, two manual 
initiation push buttons per trip system. There is no Allowable 
Value for this Function since the channels are mechanically 
actuated based solely on the position of the push buttons.  

(continued) 

DR-F.'
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BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES.  
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

2.h Manual Initiation (continued)

Enclosure 6 
PY-CEI/NRR-2609L 
Page 6 of 69

Four channels of the Manual Initiation Function are required 
to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. and during ....e.emet ?V• 
reecntl y irradiatcd fuel assemblicz in primary e ;4i 11me ,,W 

operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.  
since these are the MODES in which the Primary Containment and 
Drywell Isolation automatic Functions are required to be 
OPERABLE. ODia to padinacti'e &Gcoy. hA•ndling -9 f:ue A n-03 

vs' ~ ne-r ..........of thi.. Funco.n . ............. in W 
hdldis reeently, irradiated. i.e., fuel that has eeeupiedJ P 

aprt of a crpiticpal re-a-ctor coprea within the prce-ious scycn day&zt 
PDRVs assume that one or more fuel assemblies are loaded int, 

the core. Therefore, if the fuel is fully off-loaded from the 
reactor vessel, this Function is not requi red to be OPERABLE.  

The manual initiation channels for the RCIC System is 
discussed in Section 3.k below, and for the HPCS System is 
discussed in the Bases description for ECCS Instrumentation 
(LCO 3.3.5.1).  

3. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System Isolation

3.a. RCIC Steam Line Flow-High

RCIC Steam Line Flow-High Function is provided to detect a 
break of the RCIC steam lines and initiates closure of the 
steam line isolation valves. If the steam is allowed to 
continue flowing out of the break, the reactor will 
depressurize and core uncovery can occur. Therefore. the 
isolation is initiated on high flow to prevent or minimize core 
damage. The isolation action, along with the scram function of 
the Reactor Protection System (RPS), ensures that the fuel peak 
cladding temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.  
Specific credit for this Function is not assumed in any USAR 
accident analyses since the bounding analysis is performed for 
large breaks such as recirculation and MSL breaks. However, 
these instruments prevent the RCIC steam line break from 
becoming bounding.  

The RCIC Steam Line Flow-High signals are initiated from two 
transmitters that are connected to the system steam lines. Two 
channels of RCIC Steam Line Flow-High Functions are required to 
be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can 
preclude the isolation function.  

(continued)

c .)
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Primary Containment and Drywell Isolation Instrumentation B 3.3.6. 1 

BASES 

ACTIONS 
(continued) 

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in 
trip within the allowed Completion Time, the associated 
enetration flow path(s) should be isolated (Required Action 
.1). Isolating the affected penetration flow path(s) 

accomplishes the safety function of the inoperable 
instrumentation. Alternately, the plant must be placed in a).
condition in which the LCO does not apply. 4f app*ieaebl.-' 

coantainment muct be immediatel 2pndad. Swsponpr- o MAf thos- 6

,-,% -GGMGR" a a 33?- applicable, action 
must be immediately initiated to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the 
probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential for 
fission production release. Actions must continue until OPDRVs 
are suspended.  

L._1 

If applicable, action must be immediately initiated to suspend 
OPDRVs to minimize the probability of a vessel draindown and 
subsequent potential for fission product release. Actions must 
continue until OPDRVs are suspended.  

SURVEILLANCE As noted at the beginning of the SRs. the SRs for each 
REQUIREMENTS Primary Containment and Drywell Isolation Instrumentation 

Function are found in the SRs column of Table 3.3.6.1-1.  

The Surveillances are also modified by a Note to indicate that 
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 
6 hours provided the associated Function maintains primary 
containment isolation capability. Upon completion of the 
Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the 
channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the 
applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken.  

(continued) 

0':
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2. Drywell Pressure-High (continued)

Enclosure 6 
PY-CEI/NRR-2609L 
Page 8 of 69

Drywell Pressure-High signals are initiated from four 
pressure transmitters that sense drywell pressure. Four 
channels of Drywell Pressure-High Function (two channels per 
trip system) are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no 
single instrument failure can preclude CRER System initiation.  

The Drywell Pressure-High Allowable Value was chosen to be the 
same as the ECCS Drywell Pressure-High Allowable Value 
(LCO 3.3.5.1).  

The Drywell Pressure-High Function is required to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 1. 2. and 3 to ensure that control room personnel are 
protected during a LOCA. In MODES 4 and 5. the Drywell 
Pressure-High Function is not required since there is 
insufficient energy in the reactor to pressurize the drywell to 
the Drywell Pressure-High setpoint.  

3. Control Room Ventilation Radiation Monitor

The Control Room Ventilation Radiation Monitor measures 
radiation levels downstream of the supply plenum discharge of 
the control room. A high radiation level may pose a threat to 
control room personnel: thus, the Control Room Ventilation 
Radiation Monitor Function will automatically initiate the CRER 
System.  

The Control Room Ventilation Radiation Monitor Function 
consists of one noble gas monitor. One channel (which 
provides input to both Trip Systems) of the Control Room 
Ventilation Radiation Monitor is required to be OPERABLE.  
Since a LOCA signal will also initiate the CRER System 
isolating the control room from the environment, and 
considering the fact that a LOCA signal itself incorporates 
sufficient redundancy, the airborne radiation monitor signal 
is considered a diverse signal, and does not require 
redundancy. The Allowable Value was selected to ensure 
protection of the control room personnel.  

The Control Room Ventilation Radiation Monitor Function is 
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1. 2. and 3. and during OPDRVs 

ndmeycimect of rccently irradiated fuel in th~e primary 
......nta.nm.nt or Fuel Handling Buildng to ensure 

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 3. Control Room Ventilation Radiation Monitor (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES.

Revision No. 2

LCO, and that control room personnel are protected during a LOCA, 
APPLICABILITY 4 fu .. hAndin. • ... nt.. or a vessel draindown event. .B.e.*A 

"- .... r•" r .. . .. fl'h"p' ' •' r '... "; ? ... .... , .. f lDr TDP" "'cm~ ' 

' irradiated. I e. fuzel that has Acupc ptof a critica 
~~~~~A" rcco 6zwti h pciu cc az PDRVs assume 

that one or more fuel assemblies are loaded into the core.  
Therefore. if the fuel is fully off-loaded from the reactor 
vessel, this Function is not required to be OPERABLE. During 
MODES 4 and 5, when these specified conditions are not in 
progress (e.g., OPDRVs). the probability of a LOCA orffuel 
damage is low; thus, the Function is not required.  

ACTIONS A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to CRER 
System instrumentation channels. Section 1.3. Completion 
Times, specifies that once a Condition -has been entered, 
subsequent divisions, subsystems, components, or variables 
expressed in the Condition discovered to be inoperable or not 
within limits will not result in separate entry into the 
Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions of 
the Condition continue to apply for each additional failure, 
with Completion Times based on initial entry into the 
Condition. However, the Required Actions for inoperable CRER 
System instrumentation channels provide appropriate 
compensatory measures for separate inoperable channels. As 
such, a Note has been provided that allows separate Condition 
entry for each inoperable CRER System instrumentation channel.  

A.1 

Required Action A.1 directs entry into the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.7.1-1. The applicable 
Condition specified in the Table is Function dependent. Each 
time an inoperable channel is discovered, Condition A is 
entered for that channel and provides for transfer to the 
appropriate subsequent Condition.  

B.1 and B.2 

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide 
initiation signals and the redundancy of the CRER System 
design, an allowable out of service time of 24 hours has been 
shown to be acceptable (Refs. 4 and 5) to permit restoration of 
any inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. However, this out of 
service time is only acceptable (conti nued )
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BACKGROUND DBA. Not maintaining air lock integrity or leak tightness 
(continued) may result in a leakage rate in excess of that assumed in 

the unit safety analysis.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The DBA that postulates the maximum release of radioactive 
material within primary containment is a LOCA. In the 
analysis of this accident, it is assumed that primary 
containment is OPERABLE. such that release of fission 
products to the environment is controlled by the rate of 
Primary containment leakage. The primary containment is 
esigned with a maximum allowable leakage rate (L) of 0.20% 

by weight of the containment and drywel I air per 24 hours at 
the calculated maximum peak containment pressure (P ) of 
7.80 psig. This allowable leakage rate forms the basis for 
the acceptance criteria imposed on the SRs associated with 
the air locks.  

Primary containment air lock OPERABILITY is also required to 
minimize the amount of fission product gases that may escape 
primary containment through the air lock and contaminate and 
pressurize the intermediate building.  

fiuring plant operations in other than MODES 1, 2. and 3&*0hii' 
•primary containment contains the fission products 
Fuel Handling Accident involving handli cen 
irradiated fuel (i .e.. fuel t occupied pof a 
critical reactor c n t"heDrevious s davs) inside

tl!-1 doses at the site 
Wafry containment air lock 
ission product barrier

Primary containment air locks satisfy Criterion 3 of the NR5 
Policy Statement. A

LCO As part of the primary containment, the air lock's safety 
.function is related to control of containment leakage rates 
following a DBA. Thus. the air lock's structural integrity 
and leak tightness are essential to the successful 
mitigation of such an event.  

The primary containment air locks are required to be 
OPERABLE. For each air lock to be considered OPERABLE, the 
air lock interlock mechanism must be OPERABLE, the air lock 
must be in compliance with the Type B air lock leakage test.  
and both air lock doors must be OPERABLE. The interlock

(continued)
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Primary Containment Air Locks 
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Enclosure 6 
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WAES

LCO 
(continued)

allows only one air lock door to be open at a time. This provision ensures that a gross breach of primary containment 
does not exist when primary containment is required to be OPERABLE. Closure of a single OPERABLE door in each air lock is sufficient to provide a leak tight barrier following postulated events. Nevertheless. both doors are kept closed when the air lock is not being used for normal entry into and exit from primary containment.

APPLICABIL:[TY In MODES 1. 2. and 3. a DBA could cause a release of radioactive material to primary containment. In MODES 4 and 5. the probability and consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES. Therefore. maintaining OPERABLE primary containment air locks in MODE 4 or 5 to ensure a control volume is only required during situations for which significant releases of radioactive material can be postulated: such as during operation with a potential for draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs *)o.) " i .....  
reentlyg irradiated fuel arcemh3iey 'Tn the primarwy _Z contain.ent. OPDRVs assume that one or more fuel assemblies are loaded into the core. Therefore, if the fuel is fully off-loaded from the reactor vessel, the primary containment air locks are not required to be OPERABLE. -Duc to 

radioatilce dcay, hAndlin of fuel @3-o raq-jras primary 

a critic l r *ector core within the aprc'ious cc se,,...  HO::cver- eyen thoug them air- ao~ are not rzequ cdt b 
4 rrad iatd thereI mran-l onrlcprvdedin n OpertingLicnzo ondtional ncr tha abilitu to closea ag) 

-potential for gro:: unfiltcrcd leakage. '

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by Note 1. which allows entry and exit to perform repairs of the affected air lock component.  
If the outer door is inoperable, then it may be easily accessed for most repairs. If the inner door is the one that is inoperable, then it is preferred that the air lock be accessed from inside primary containment by entering through the other OPERABLE air lock. However, if this is not practicable, or if repairs on either door must be 

(continued)
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ACTIONS D.1 and D.2 
(continued) 

If the inoperable primary containment air lock cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion 
Time while operating in MODE 1. 2. or 3. the plant must be 
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least 
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging plant systems.  

If the inoperable primary containment air lock cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion 
Time during operations with a potential for draining the 
reactor vessel (OPDRVs). or during meycmnt of PcA k.-4 
irradiatcd fue4 assemblies in the primary onanmnt 
action is required to immediately suspend activities that 
represent a potential for releasing significant amounts of 
radioactive material, thus placing the unit in a Condition 
that minimizes risk. If applicable. meyeme-t Of eGeentl1y*-"' 
irradiated fucl azrsrbliz intzpiar otimnt M'1zt:-
be immediatcaly gwuzpendcd. Suzpcnzien of thczce acstivitis 

Thal nt pccldc ompetin o mocmct f a comp, .......  
a zfepoitin. lo fapia action must be 

immediately initiated to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the 
probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential 
for fission product release. Action must continue until 
OPDRVs are suspended.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Maintaining primary containment air locks OPERABLE requires 
compliance with the leakage rate test requirements of the 
Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program when in 
MODES 1. 2, and 3. This SR reflects the leakage rate 
testing requirements with regard to air lock leakage (Type B 
leakage tests). The acceptance criteria were established 
prior to initial air lock and primary containment 
OPERABILITY testing. The periodic testing requirements 
verify that the air lock leakage does not exceed the allowed 
fraction of the combined Type B and C primary containment 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SR 3.6.1.2.3 

The.air lock interlock mechanism is designed to prevent 
simultaneous opening of both doors in the air lock. Since 
both the inner and outer doors of an air lock are designed 
to withstand the maximum expected post accident primary 
containment pressure (Ref. 3), closure of either door will 
support primary containment OPERABILITY. Thus, the 
interlock feature supports primary containment OPERABILITY 
while the air lock is being used for personnel transit in 
and out of the containment. Periodic testing of this 
interlock demonstrates that the interlock will function as 
designed and that simultaneous inner and outer door opening 
will not inadvertently occur. Due to the nature of this 
interlock, and given that the interlock mechanism is only 
challenged when the primary containment air lock door is 
opened, this test is only required to be performed upon 
entering or exiting a primary containment air lock, but is 
not required more frequently than once per 184 days. The 
184 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment and is 
considered adequate in view of other administrative controls 
such as indications of air lock door status available to 
operations personnel.

SR 3.6.1.2.4 

A seal pneumatic system test to ensure that pressure does 
not decay at a rate equivalent to > 1.5 psig for a period of 
24 hours from an initial pressure of 90 psig is an effective 
leakage rate test to verify system performance. The 24 
month Frequency is based on operating experience, and is 
consistent with a typical industry refueling cycle.  

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 3.8.  

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B.  

3. USAR. Table 6.2-1.  
4. 49AR, Sartie or.I-.7-.  

5. PNPP Safety Evaluation Report Supplement 7. Section 
6.2.6 "Containment Leakage Testing," November 1985.
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APPLICABLE The PCIVs LCO was derived from the assumptions related 
SAFETY ANALYSES to minimizing the loss of reactor coolant inventory, and 

establishing the primary containment boundary during major 
accidents. As part of the primary containment boundary.  
PCIV OPERABILITY supports leak tightness of primary 
containment. Therefore. the safety analysis of any event 
requiring isolation of primary containment is applicable to 
this LCO.  

The DBAs that result in a release f radioactive material 
for which the consequences are mi igated by PCIVs. are a 
loss of coolant accident (LOCA).ha mahin steam line bredayz) 

W1-d .... ri t '' .... .U.d'" e - ..... y.• ..... ;..0Z= ~~y l 
inzic pimay cntancint Rcf. 1and 2). 'In th'e analysis 

for eac Of these accidents. it is assumed that PCIVs are 
either closed or function to close within the required 
isolation time following event initiation. This ensures 
that potential paths to the environment through PCIVs are 
minimized. Of the events analyzed in Reference 1. the LOCA 
is the most limiting event due to radiological consequences.  
It is assumed that the primary containment is isolated such 
that release of fission products to the environment is 
controlled.  

The inboard 42 inch purge supply and exhaust valves may be 
unable to close in the environment following a LOCA.  
Therefore. each of the purge valves is required to remain 
sealed closed during MODES 1. 2. and 3.  

The outboard MSIVs must have a safety related air source 
available for use following an accident in order for leakage 
to be within limits. Therefore. anytime that this air 
source from the "B" train of P57 Safety Related Air System 
is not available, the outboard MSIVs may not be able to 
maintain valve leakage within the specified limits.  

PCIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.  

LCO PCIVs form a part of the primary containment boundary and 
some also form a part of the RCPB. The PCIV safety function 
is related to minimizing the loss of reactor coolant 
inventory, and establishing primary containment boundary 
during a DBA.  
The power operated isolation valves are required to have 
isolation times within limits. Additionally. power operated 

(continued)
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The normally closed PCIVs or blind flanges are considered 
OPERABLE when. as applicable, manual valves are closed or 
opened in accordance with applicable administrative 
controls, automatic valves are de-activated and secured in 
their closed position. check valves with flow through the 
valve secured, or blind flanges are in place. The valves 
covered by this LCO with their associated stroke times, if 
applicable, are listed in Reference 3. Primary containment 
urge valves with resilient seals, secondary containment 
,ypass valves, MSIVs, and hydrostatically tested valves must 

meet additional leakage rate requirements. Other PCIV 
leakage rates are addressed by LCO 3.6.1.1. "Primary 
Containment-Operating." as Type B or C testing.  

This LCO provides assurance that the PCIVs will perform 
their designed safety functions to minimize the loss of 
reactor coolant inventory, and establish the primary 
containment boundary during accidents.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3. a DBA could cause a release of 
radioactive material to primary containment. In MODES 4 
and 5. the probability and consequences of these events are 
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of 
these MODES. Therefore. most PCIVs are not required to be 
OPERABLE and the primary containment purge valves are not 
required to be sealed closed in MODES 4 and 5. Certain 
valves are required to be OPERABLE, however, to prevent 
inadvertent reactor vessel draindown and release of 
radioactive materiagi 2 ..... p o.... d fuel handlln; _ accri dntIn'o 'n adino-czt. ir-rad4.ated fu~l.  
These valves are those whose associated instrumentation is 
required to be OPERABLE according to LCO 3.3.6.1. "Primary 
Containment and Drywell Isolation Instrumentation." (This 
does not include the valves that isolate the associated D 
instrumentation.) Duc to ra"d" a•t"de'' d.... hea ndli, ngf

4wful only rcqKr- contaiment iselation valw.' 6OrOIABILIT 
ý1.4hicn Vhc fcllei bcing handlcd i _Srcd n i.ed) 0 

(continued)
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(continued) 
.n 

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time cannot 
be met, the plant must be placed in a condition in which the 
LCO does not appl If applicable, m...m.nt e# re,-n.l.  
i rr.. d Yat.d f in thc p a' sepa cot wmnt mut, .  
be immediotcLyA Mupnd 42pnzo of thpqP Acti;'te 

e Az~all noet pcud zopc io of rno.'ment of -cmrponetamto 
~ zaz cndiion A~a ifoppic~lcaction must-beimmediately initiated to suspend operations with a potential 

for draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs) to minimize the 
probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential 
for fission product release. Actions must continue until 
OPDRVs are suspended. If suspending the OPDRVs would result in closing the residual heat removal (RHR) shutdown cooling 
isolation valves, an alternative Required Action is provided 
to immediately initiate action to restore the valves to 
OPERABLE status. This allows RHR to remain in service while 
actions are being taken to restore the valves.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Each inboard 42 inch (1M14-F045 and 1M14-F085) primary 
containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve is required to be verified sealed closed at 31 day intervals 
because the primary containment purge valves are not fully qualified to close under accident conditions. This SR is 
designed to ensure that a gross breach of primary 
containment is not caused by an inadvertent opening of a primary containment purge valve. Detailed analysis of these 
purge supply and exhaust isolation valves failed to 
conclusively demonstrate their ability to close during a LOCA in time to limit offsite doses. Primary 
containment purge valves that are sealed closed must have motive power to the valve operator removed. This can be 
accomplished by de-energizing the source of electric power.  
removing the air supply to the valve operator, or providing 
administrative control of the valve control switches. In 
this application, the term "sealed" has no connotation of leak tightness. The 31 day Frequency is based on primary containment purge valve use during unit operations.  

This SR allows a valve that is open under administrative 
controls to not meet the SR during the time the valve is 
open. Opening a purge valve under administrative controls 

(continued)
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REQUIREMENT 
is restricted to one valve in a penetration flow path at a 
given time (refer to discussion for Note 1 of the ACTIONS) 
in order to effect repairs to that valve. This allows one 
purge valve to be opened without resulting in a failure of 
the Surveillance and resultant entry into the ACTIONS for 
this purge valve, provided the stated restrictions are met.  
Condition D must be entered during this allowance, and the 
valve opened only as necessary for effecting repairs. Each 
purge valve in the penetration flow path may be alternately 
opened, provided one remains sealed closed, if necessary, to 
complete repairs on the penetration.  

The SR is modified by a Note stating that the inboard 42 
inch primary containment purge supply and exhaust isolation 
valves are only required to be sealed closed in MODES 1. 2.  
and 3. If a LOCA inside primary containment occurs in these 
MODES, the purge valves may not be capable of closing before 
the pressure pulse affects systems downstream of the purge 
valves and the subsequent release of radioactive material 
will exceed limits prior to the closing of the purge valves.  
At other times when the purge valves are required to be ..  

•, capable of closing (e.g.. duringnt R f el crtly •~ &J•,;ted fuel a~s,,4,l i ea). pre surizati on concerns are not 
present and the purge valves arekallowed to be open.  

SR 3.6.1.3.2

This SR verifies that the 18 inch (1M14-F190. 1M14-F195.  
1M14-F200, and 1M14-F205) and outboard 42 inch (1M14-F040 
and 1M14-F090) primary containment purge supply and exhaust 
isolation valves are closed as required or, if open, open 
for an allowable reason. If a purge valve is open in 
violation of this SR. the valve is considered inoperable.  
If the inoperable valve is not otherwise known to have 
excessive leakage when closed, it is not considered to have 
purge valve leakage outside the limits (Condition D).  

The SR is also modified by a Note (Note 1) stating that 
primary containment purge valves are only required to be closed in MODES 1. 2. and 3. At times other than MODE 1. 2.  
or 3 when the purge valves are required to be capable of 

Nj, closing (e.g.. during m•-':mct f rccPP 4tly irradiazted f,-l 
......... ) pressuriztion concerns are not present and the 
purge valves are all ed to be open (automatic isolation 
capability would be r quired by SR 3.6.1.3.5. SR 3.6.1.3.7.  
and SR 3.6.1.3.8).  

P >vs (continued)
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Enclosure 6 
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Page 18 of 69SR 3.6•1.3.5 (continued)

full closure isolation time is demonstrated by 
SR 3.6.1.3.7. The isolation time test ensures that the valve will isolate in a time period less than or equal to 
that assumed in the safety analysis. The isolation time and Frequency of this SR are in accordance with the Inservice 
Testing Program.  

SR 3.6.1.3.6 

For primary containment purge valves with resilient seals, additional leakage rate testing beyond the test requirements 
of 10 CFR 50. Appendix J (Ref. 4). is required to ensure OPERABILITY. Operating experience has demonstrated that this type of seal has the potential to degrade in a shorter time period than do other seal types. Based on this observation, and the importance of maintaining this penetration leak tight (due to the direct path between primary containment and the environment), a Frequency of 184 days was established. Additionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days after opening the valve. The 92 day Frequency was chosen recognizing that cycling the valve could introduce additional seal degradation (beyond that which occurs to a valve that has not been opened).  Thus, decreasing the interval (from 184 days) is a prudent measure after a valve has been opened. Additionally, a leak rate acceptance criteria of 0.05 L. has been assigned to 
these valves.  

The SR is modified by a Note stating that the primary containment purge valves are only required to meet leakage rate testing requirements in MODES 1. 2. and 3. If a LOCA inside primary containment occurs in these MODES, purge valve leakage must be minimized to ensure offsite radiological release is within limits. At other times when the purge valves are required to be capable of closing (e.g.. during haIndling of ... ently +i,,,, c fucl).  pressurizatio concerns are not present and the purge valves are not requi to meet any specific leakage criteria.  
SR 3.6.1.3.7 6F t5 aren 

Verifying that the full closure isolation time of each MSIV is within the specified limits is required to demonstrate 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3.11 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

demonstrated at the frequency of the leakage test 
requirements of the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing 
Program.  

This SR is modified by a Note that states these valves are 
only required to meet the combined leakage rate in MODES 1, 
2, and 3 since this is when the Reactor Coolant System is 
pressurized and primary containment is required. In some 
instances, the valves are required to be capable of 
automatically closing during MODES other than MODES 1, 2, 
and 3. However, specific leakage rate limits are not 
applicable in these other MODES or conditions.  

A second Note states that the Feedwater lines are excluded 
from this particular hydrostatic (water) testing program.  
This is because water leakage from the stem, bonnet and seat 
of the third, high integrity valves in the feedwater lines 
(the gate valves) is controlled by the Primary Coolant 
Sources Outside Containment Program (Technical Specification 
5.5.2). The acceptance criteria for the Primary Coolant 
Sources Outside Containment Program is 7.5 gallons per hour.  

SR 3.6.1.3.12 

Verifying that each outboard 42 inch (1M14-F040-and 
1M14-F090) primary containment purge supply and exhaust 
isolation valve is blocked to restrict opening to • 500 is 
required to ensure that the valves can close under DBA 
conditions within the time limits assumed in the analyses of 
References 2 and 3.  

The SR is modified by a Note stating that this SR is only 
reguired to be met in MODES 1, 2, and 3. If a LOCA inside 
primary containment occurs in these MODES, the purge valves 
must close to maintain containment leakage within the values 
assumed in the accident analysis. At other times when the 
purge valves are required to be capable of closing (e.g., 
during-movcmcnt of ..... y +i.. itcd f..c .acbi in 

ressurization concerns are not 
presentO thus the purge val'ves can be fully open. The 
24 mont Frequency is appropriate because the blocking 
devices re typically removed only during a refueling 
outage.c 

•,• • (continued)
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BACKGROUND 
(continued)

This Specification ensures that the performance of the 
primary containment, in the event of a fucl handling , 
ee %iden ...... hn n frIItI•y .II irradiatI d fuel, ,I 
reactor vessel draindown. provides an acceptable leakage 
barrier to contain fission products, thereby minimizing 
offsite doses.

APPLICABLE AThe safy basis for the primary containment is that 
SAFETY ANALYSES it ..... g a ....  

the site boundary~te-v whinlimt: ThUpiarUonaimnt

~ ~e'~Ai~- eleeted OP~e ctainmmnt icalatien Yalycz (CO36W 13 
"* "Primarw Cotainmcnt Izolatioen Valyes (PCIVs)." and [COAJ2.  

*V .i].k •'J l31. •"Primary llntaimmllt and I rywtll II lati ,, 
fr Lk ~ inztruwmcntatioen"), assurcz a leak tight fi::o rdc 

barrier-. its leak tightness *A rcmacdtocnur that thec ý_ 
reeae f adioactip m.t.i. l frm-he prin'ary 

4et.44 -:.these leakagert assumed in " kn- " el n isr cztr...c..  
~~~~~~~f , 4e _TeInn-i gacidn 

STh ef 'iand ng accident inside the primary containment 
een anlyzed far two cases. In the first scenario 

uel bundles involved are recently irradiated. i.e.. ey 
Saveoccupied part of a critical reactor core wit the 

previous seven days. The containment purge s is in 
* operation and isolates on high radiation. is produces an 

immediate unfiltered release to the en' nment. The 
fission products which remain withi e primary containmen 

S-are conservatively assumed to eleased at rates 
consistent with the DBA L sumptions (e.g.. 0.2% of the 
containment volume per d and be filtered by the Annulus 
Exhaust Gas Treatment stem prior to release to the 
envi ronment.  

4icwe,&r- i In the sec ~•case, the fuel handling accident inside the 
-Ae; orimar. ntainment is assumed to involve fuel bundles that 

• • • \\ av 4otbeen in-a-critical reactor core within the Drevious 
•>• s {•,- \ , •evan danu. With the radioacti~ve decay provided with this] S."t,- .i, \X dag-all gaseous fission products released from the 

k\ damaged fuel bundles are assumed to be immediately , . rcot 
discharged directly to the environment wf.-) 4.+

Primary containment satisfies Criterio( of the NRC Policy .•k+:0 e ALoP - Statement. •

(continued)
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LCO Primary containment OPERABILITY is maintained by providing a 
contained volume to limit fission product escape following 
.fuel handlinq aecident inwob'ing handling oef rccntl IA 1 
"irradiatd ful oi ̂an unanticipated water level excursion.  
Compliance with this LCO will ensure a primary containment 
configuration. including the equipment 

(continued)
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hatch, that is structurally sound and that will limit 
leakage to those leakage rates assumed in the safety 
analysis. Since offsite dose analyses conservatively assume 
LOCA leakage pathways and rates, the isolation and closure 
times of automatic containment isolation valves supports an 
OPERABLE primary containment during shutdown conditions.  
Furthermore, normal operation of the inclined fuel transfer 
system (IFTS) without the IFTS blind flange installed is 
considered acceptable for meeting Primary Containment
Shutdown OPERABILITY.  

Leakage rates specified for the primary containment and air 
locks, addressed in LCO 3.6.1.1 and LCO 3.6.1.2 are not 
directly applicable during the shutdown conditions addressed 
in this LCO.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 4 and 5. the probability and consequences of the 
LOCA are reduced due to the pressure and temperature 
limitations in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining an 
OPERABLE primary containment in MODE 4 or 5 to ensure a 
control volume, is only required during situations for which 
significant releases of radioactive material can be 
postulated: such as during m'....mcnt of r.e.entl irradiat.-e.  
fucl -Assemblies 4in the- primar •ont-1imn•o d•uýring "l 

operations with a potential for draining the reactor vesseA 
(OPDRVs). Due te radioactiye deeay. handlin of; fuc onl; 

reqi c~OPERABILIT of Pr-imary GOntaimn Vien h fucl eing h .ndl.d i r . . diatd. i.e., fuel that haz 
eeeccuicd part of a critical reactor corc v.ithin the AprevIipS.  
ri-AFay,&- OPDRVs assume that one or more fuel assemb ies 

are loaded into the core. Therefore, if the fuel is fully 
off-loaded from the reactor vessel, the primary containment 
is not required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS A. 1 

In the event that primary containment is inoperable, action 
is required to immediately suspend activities that represent 
a potential for releasing significant amounts of radioactive 
material, thus placing the unit in a Condition that 
minimizes risk. If applicable. ..... ... of ^ 
i..• i te fI- e-^ ..... .. -••• ',- -- ; iý " iff,..,) e n -..- 4-4, -,• =.

hl pmmed4_R*czludc csm-a~ple t of 6Wp'erncR of a compcntintod 

action must be 

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1 and A,2 (continued) 

immediately initiated to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fission product release. Action must continue until 
OPDRVs are suspended.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1,10.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR verifies that each primary containment penetration that could communicate gaseous fission products to the environment during accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to ensure that post accident leakage of radioactive 
gases outside of the primary containment boundary is within design limits. The method of isolation must include the use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed manual valve, a closed and de-activated automatic valve, and a blind flange. This SR does not require any testing or isolation device manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that these isolation devices capable of being mispositioned are in the correct position. The 31 day Frequency was chosen to provide added assurance that the isolation devices remain in the correct positions.  

This SR is modified by three Notes. The first Note does not require this SR to be met for pathways capable of being isolated by OPERABLE primary containment automatic isolation valves. The second Note permits the Fire Protection System manual hose reel containment isolation valves (IP54-F726 and 1P54-F727) to be open during shutdown conditions to supply fire mains. The third Note is included to clarify that manual valves opened under administrative controls are not required to meet the SR during the time the manual valves 
are open.  

REFERENCES 1. Deleted.  

2. USAR, Section 15.7.6. -4
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APPLICABLE b. Inadvertent actuation of both primary RHR containment 
SAFETY ANALYSES spray subsystems during normal operation;

kcU I, L, i llUed) 

The results of these two cases show that the containment 
vacuum breakers, with an opening setpoint of 0.1 psid, are 
capable of maintaining the differential pressure within 
design limits.  

The containment vacuum breakers satisfy Criterion 3.of the 
NRC Policy Statement. A

LCO Only 3 of the 4 vacuum breakers must be OPERABLE for 
opening. All containment vacuum breakers, however, are 
required to be closed (except during testing or when the 
vacuum breakers are performing their intended design 
function). The vacuum breaker OPERABILITY requirement 
provides assurance that the containment negative 
differential pressure remains below the design value. The 
requirement that the vacuum breakers be closed ensures that 
there is no excessive bypass leakage should a LOCA occur.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2, and 3. the RHR Containment Spray System is 
requi red to be OPERABLE to mitigate the effects of a DBA.  
Excessive negative pressure inside the containment could 
occur due to inadvertent actuation of this system. The 
vacuum breakers, therefore, are required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1. 2, and 3. to mitigate the effects of inadvertent 
actuation of the RHR Containment Spray System.

In MODES 4 and 5. the probability and consequences of these 
events are reduced by the pressure and temperature limitations 
in these MODES; therefore, maintaining containment vacuum 
breakers OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or 5.  

• •..ap t. and ring operations with a potential for 
draining the reac or vessel (OPDRVs) the primary containment 
is required to be OPERABLE. Containment vacuum breakers are 
therefore required to be OPERABLE during these evolutions to 
protect the primary containment against an inadvertent 
initiation of the Containment Spray System. e- te
radioaetive dccam, handling .f fuci o~nlyrqici 
OPERAIL ITY Afwna mn aum raoswe h ul 
bcin iadicd is rzeccntly irradiated. i .e.. fueltht a 

.~n~cupidpatof a critic-al rcacter corc V-.'thiR thc tprc.:PUtwr,' 
"eva Since OPDRVs assume that one or more fuel 

assemblies are loaded into the core. this LCO would not be 
applicable for OPDRVs if no fuel is in the reactor vessel.  

(continued)
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A Note has been added to provide clarification that separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each containment vacuum 
breaker.  

B.1 and B.2 

If the Required Action of Condition A cannot be met. or if 
there are three or more containment vacuum breakers not 
closed, or if there are two or three required vacuum 
breakers inoperable for other reasons, the plant must be 
brought to a MODE or condition in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, if the plant is operating.  
ACTION B.1 requires that the plant be brought to at least 
MODE 3 within 12 hours and that the plant be brought to MODE 
4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. A 
Note has been added to stipulate that these Required Actions 
are only applicable if the plant is in MODE 1. 2. or 3.  

If the Condition occurs during m...em.nt of cn.t^_Q, •' 
iprradiatcd fuel in th prm ar co13 ntainment, or during 
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel 
(OPDRVs), then ACTION B.2 requires that action be taken to 
immediately suspend activities that represent a potential 
for releasing significant amounts of radioactive material, 
thus placing the unit in a Condition that minimizes risk.  
If applicable, mo'•eIIcIt o eeeRntly i-radi ated fuilel in IthI 

priar cntainment muzt bczupon ind!iat@!*. "I 

zfn''~.iiint f a ...... t t a saf po- to. AoIf 
.-epp ....... •action must be taken to suspend OPDRVs to 
minimize the probability of a vessel draindown and 
subsequent potential for fission product release. Action 
must continue until OPDRVs are suspended. A Note has been 
added to the Required Actions to stipulate that these 
requirements are only applicable whi•1 e moving rczently s 

iradiate fuel assembliczi in the primary containmfent,_.ý 
during OPDRVs.  

(continued)
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LCO relative humidity are not required to be maintained within 
(continued) the prescribed limits.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the RHR Containment Spray System is 
required to be OPERABLE to mitigate the effects of a DBA.  
Excessive negative pressure inside the containment could 
occur due to inadvertent actuation of this system. The 
containment average temperature relationship with relative 
humidity, therefore, is required to be within limits in 
MODES 1, 2. and 3. to mitigate the effects of inadvertent 
actuation of the RHR Containment Spray System.

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these 
events are reduced by the pressure and temperature 
limitations in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining limits 
on containment relative humidity and temperature is not 
required in MODE 4 or 5.  

When handling rczcntly, irradiated fuel in the primary-
" cont,,,,ct, andauring operations with a potential for 
draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs) the primary containment 
is required to be OPERABLE. Therefore. the proper 
relationship between containment average temperature and 
relative humidity must exist during these evolutions. Ie' 
1%.=,.11, P I4 Ie I I 

I=i 49t4 
.. 

e 4 , ever Centainnlont huiiy~hntcfo on AV dod

ACTIONS A. 1

With the primary containment average temperature and 
relative humidity not within the established limits, actions 
must be taken to restore the primary containment relative 
humidity and temperature to within limits. Required Action 
A.1 stipulates that restoration must occur within 8 hours.  
The eig t hour Completion Time is based on the time required 
to restore the relative humidity and temperature limits, and 
the low probability of an event occurring during this time 
period.

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 
(continued) 

If the primary containment relative humidity and temperature 
cannot be restored to within limits within the required 
Completion Time of Condition A. actions must be taken to 
place the plant in a MODE or condition in which the LCO does 
not apply.  

Required Action B.1 requires that the plant be brought to at 
least MODE 3 within 12 hours and Required Action B.2 
requires that the plant be brought to MODE 4 within 36 
hours.  

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging plant systems.  

C.1 Im 

If the primary containment relative humidity and temperature 
cannot be restored to within limits within the required 
completion time of Condition A during ma'cmcnt of rccctly-t 

irrdiaed uclinthc prny containmen~t, or during 
OPDRVs, action is required to place the plant in a MODE or 
condition in which the LCO does not apply.  

Required Actions C.1 and C.2 require that actions be taken 
to immediately suspend activities that represent a potential 
for releasing significant amounts of radioactive material, 
thus placing the unit in a condition that minimizes risk.  

If applicable, movement of r..cn"t irradiated fuPl in h 

ompoement to a safe p994tion. Alzi 
minimize.t.eactions must be taken to suspend OPDRVs to 
minimize the probability of a vessel draindown and 
subsequent potential for fission product release. Actions 
must continue until OPDRVs are suspended.  

(continued)
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B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Secondary Containment

BACKGROUND The function of the secondary containment is to contain.  
dilute, and hold up fission products that may leak from 
primary containment following a Design Basis Accident (DBA).  
In conjunction with operation of the Annulus Exhaust Gas 
Treatment (AEGT) System and manual closure of certain valves 
whose lines penetrate the secondary containment, the 
secondary containment is designed to reduce the activity 
level of the fission products prior to release to the 
environment and to isolate and contain fission products that 
are released during certain operations that take place 
inside primary containment, such as during . .eeme*-,f-
rczcntly3 iirradiated f-wel asscm-bliczr in thepimr 
"coý tin...e.t, or during operations with a potential for 
draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs).

The secondary containment is a structure that completely 
encloses the primary containment. This structure forms a 
control volume that serves to hold up and dilute the fission 
products. It is possible for the pressure in the control 
volume to rise relative to the external pressure. To 
prevent ground level exfiltration while allowing the 
secondary containment to be designed as a conventional 
structure, the secondary containment requires support 
systems to maintain the control volume pressure at less than 
the external pressure. Requirements for these systems are 
specified separately in LCO 3.6.4.2, "Secondary Containment 
Isolation Valves (SCIVs)," and LCO 3.6.4.3, "Annulus Exhaust 
Gas Treatment (AEGT) System." 

The isolation devices for the penetrations in the secondary 
containment boundary are a part of the secondary containment 
barrier. To maintain this barrier: 

a. All penetrations terminating in the secondary 
containment required to be closed during accident 
conditions are closed by at least one manual 
valve or blind flange, as applicable, secured in 
its closed position. except as provided in LCO 
3.6.4.2. Secondary Containment Isolation Valves 
(SCIVs)": 

(continued)
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BACKGROUND 
(continued)

b. The containment equipment hatch is closed and 
sealed and the shield blocks are installed 
adjacent to the shield building;

c. The door in each access to the secondary 
containment is closed, except for entry and exit: 

d. The sealing mechanism associated with each shield 
building penetration, e.g. welds, bellows, or 0
rings, is functional; 

e. The pressure within the secondary containment is 
less than or equal to the value required by 
Surveillance Requirement SR 3.6.4.1.1. except for 
entry and exit to the annulus; and 

f. The Annulus Exhaust Gas Treatment System is 
OPERABLE.  

APPLICABLE There e--=w principal acciaenwohich credit is 
SAFETY ANALYSES taken for secondary containment OPERABILITY.  

LOCA (Ref. 1) and a f"-e handling accidentio n 
hnngf rntly .rrai.diated fuz, (4.c... 4uMl ht h 

\,e occupied paPit of -a crpit4Pcalrctatr. corc w:ithin the r~iu 

secondary containment p .qis no activelf4 ction in 
response to e f-tIiei"ting even : however. its 
leak tightness is requi na8 ensure th&L-the release of 
radioactive materials from the primary containment is 
restricted to those leakage paths and associated leakage 
rates assumed in the accident analysis, and that fission 
products entrapped within the secondary containment 
structure will be treated by the AEGT System prior to 
discharge to the environment. • q( - s 

Secondary containment satisfies Criterion 3Aof the NRC 
Policy Statement.  

LCO An OPERABLE secondary containment provides a control volume 
into which fission products that bypass or leak from primary 
containment, or are released from the reactor coolant 
pressure boundary components located in secondary 
containment, can be diluted and processed prior to release 
to the environment. For the secondary containment to be 
considered OPERABLE, it must have adequate leak tightness to 
ensure that the required vacuum can be established and 
maintained.  

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a LOCA could lead to a fission product 
release to primary containment that leaks to secondary 
containment. Therefore, secondary containment OPERABILITY 
is required during the same operating conditions that 
require primary containment OPERABILITY.  

In MODES 4 and 5. the probability and consequences of the 
LOCA are reduced due to the pressure and temperature 
limitations in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining 
secondary containment OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 
or 5 to ensure a control volume, except for other situations 
for which significant releases of radioactive material can 
be postulated. such as during movement _f Feee~t~y 
irradiated fuel assembic !! n thc pri Arcotainmen~t, o 

-operations with a potential for draining the reactor 
vess~el(OPRDVs). fZue to Fadizaeti;c dcca" hanln ffc 

W~~I.'Uk e~ 1-- ;uuJdu.e i.e., fuel that 
has ozzupied p Rt ofa rtical racatar eore w;ihin the 
p'.....u. se':•.n d..... OPDRVs assume that one or more fuel 
assemblies are loaded into the core. Therefore, if the fuel 
is fully off-loaded from the reactor vessel, the secondary 
containment is not required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS A.1 

If secondary containment is inoperable, it must be restored 
to OPERABLE status within 4 hours. The 4 hour Completion 
Time provides a period of time to correct the problem that 
is commensurate with the importance of maintaining secondary 
containment during MODES 1, 2. and 3. This time period also 
ensures that the probability of an accident (requiring 
secondary containment OPERABILITY) occurring during periods 
where secondary containment is inoperable is minimal.  

B.1 and B.2 

If the secondary containment cannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status within the required Completion Time, the plant must 
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least 
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging plant systems.  

(continued)
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Moga'not; of. rccc-ntly irradiatcd fuzel assemblie.s in t-e 
-. pir t -................ . OPDRVs can be postulated to cause 

significant fission product releases. In suchcaset, the 
secondary containment is one of the barriers to release of 
fission products to the environment. If applicable, 
,•'nrccnt of rccRtly i rr:di ated fucl -azcr!,• i .z in. th...  
pri w.ary , 4ctai-nment must be im,,.di at-ly ,,uspcndcd i f thc

InFnrFln In 1ur �

aztvyitic9s hall nz p4luA ce.ctn an a tion tht ' 

M pp1,eabU, action must be immediately initiated to suspend 
OPDRVs to minimize the probability of a vessel draindown and 
subsequent potential for fission product release. Actions 
must continue until OPDRVs are suspended.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.4.1.1 

This SR ensures that the secondary containment boundary is 
sufficiently leak tight to preclude exfiltration under 
expected wind conditions. The 24 hour Frequency of this SR 
was developed based on operating experience related to 
secondary containment vacuum variations during the 
applicable MODES and the low probability of a DBA occurring 
between surveillances.

Furthermore, the 24 hour Frequency is considered adequate in 
view of other indications available in the control room, 
including alarms, to alert the operator to an abnormal 
secondary containment vacuum condition.  

SR 3.6.4.1.2 and SR 3.6.4.1.3 

Verifying that the primary containment equipment hatch is 
closed and the shield blocks are installed adjacent to the 
shield building, and secondary containment access doors are 
closed ensures that the infiltration of outside air of such 
a magnitude as to prevent maintaining the desired negative 
pressure does not occur. In this application, the term "sealed" has no connotation of leak tightness. Verifying 
that all such openings are closed provides adequate 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.1.2 and SR 3.6.4.1.3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

assurance that exfiltration from the secondary containment will not occur. Maintaining secondary containment 
OPERABILITY requires verifying each door in both access openings are closed, except when the access opening is being used for entry and exit. The 31 day Frequency for these SRs has been shown to be adequate based on operating experience, and is considered adequate in view of the other controls on secondary containment access openings.  

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 15.6.5.  

_2. USA. ZSct . 15.7. .
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BASES

BACKGROUND

SCIVs 

B 3.6.4.2 
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The function of the SCIVs. in combination with other 
accident mitigation systems, is to limit fission product 
release during and following postulated Design Basis 
Accidents (DBAs) (Ref. 1).

The OPERABILITY requirements for SCIVs help ensure that an 
adequate secondary containment boundary is maintained during 
and after an accident by minimizing potential paths to the 
environment. Isolation barrier(s) for the penetration are 
discussed in Reference 2. The isolation devices addressed 
by this LCO are passive. Manual valves and blind flanges 
are considered passive devices.  

Penetrations are isolated by the use of manual valves in the 
closed position or blind flanges.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The SCIVs must be OPERABLE to ensure the secondary 
containment barrier to fission product releases is 
established. The principal accident# for whic the secondary containment boundarzy_j~sreqluired-•ear-!%loss of 
coolant accident (Ref. 1), f-d-da-fue -anHE -

"1nnolving nan111a O--rce el (i.e., fuel 
that has occ a"rtclratrcr ihnt 

The secondary containmen ;p'forms no ac)ive function in 
response to e imiting event but the boundary 
established by SCIVs is Vdquired to ensure that leakage from 
the primary containment is processed by the Annulus Exhaust 
Gas Treatment (AEGT) System before being released to the 
environment.

Maintaining SCIVs OPERABLE ensures that fission products 
will remain trapped inside secondary containment so that 
they can be treated by the AEGT System prior to discharge to 
the environment. M Lk• k rx- e • , 

SCIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.  A

(continue)
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APPLICABLE SCIVs form a part of the secondary containment boundary.  
SAFETY ANALYSES The SCIV safety function is related to control of offsite 

radiation releases resulting from DBAs.  

The normally closed isolation valves or blind flanges are 
considered OPERABLE when manual valves are closed, or open 
in accordance with appropriate administrative controls, or 
blind flanges are in place. The valves covered by this LCO 
are included in Table B 3.6.4.2-1.  

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2. and 3. a DBA could lead to a fission product 
release to the primary containment that leaks to the secondary 
containment. Therefore. OPERABILITY of SCIVs is required.  

In MODES 4 and 5. the probability and consequences of these 
events are reduced due to pressure and temperature limitations 
in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining SCIVs OPERABLE is not 
required in MODE 4 or 5. except for other situations under which 
significant releases of radioactive material can be postulated 

\-Z such as during meyemeiit of rcccentl' irradiatcd 9fuc! azzcmbli04 
in...... thc pri..y .. nta4.mc.t.. or dur.ing operations with a

alfor draininq the reactor vessel (OPDRVs) 
radioactiýv ecay, andl ing of uel PERABILITY o 
secondr conanet is ye when the fuebin 
handled is rradiated. i.e.. fuel that has occupied 

a critical reactor core within the previniI .ven days.  
0 s assume that one or more fuel assemblies are loaded into 
the core. Therefore, if the fuel is fully off-loaded from the 
reactor vessel, the SCIVs are not required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by three Notes. The first Note 
allows penetration flow paths to be unisolated 
intermittently under administrative controls. These 
controls consist of stationing a dedicated operator, who is 
in continuous communication with the control room. at the 
controls of the isolation device. In this way. the 
penetration can be rapidly isolated when the need for 
secondary containment isolation is indicated.  

The second.Note provides clarification that, for the purpose 
of this LCO. separate Condition entry is allowed for each 
penetration flow path. This is acceptable. since the 
Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate 
compensatory actions for each inoperable SCIV. Complying 
with the Required Actions may allow for continued operation, 
and subsequent inoperable SCIVs are governed by subsequent 
Condition entry and application of associated Required 
Actions.  

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) 

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to 
isolation devices located in high radiation areas and allows 
them to be verified by use of administrative controls.  
Al lowing verification by administrative controls is 
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is 
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of 
misalignment, once they have been verified to be in the 
proper position, is low.  

B-1 
With two SCIVs in one or more penetration flow paths 
inoperable, the affected penetration flow path must be 
isolated within 4 hours. The method of isolation must 
include the use of at least one isolation barrier that 
cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure.  
Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed 
manual valve, and a blind flange. The 4 hour Completion 
Time is reasonable. considering the time required to isolate 
the penetration and the low probability of a DBA occurring 
during this short time.  

The Condition has been modified by a Note stating that 
Condition B is only applicable to p enet ration flow paths 
with two isolation valves. This clarifies that only 
Condition A is entered if one SCIV is inoperable in each of 
two penetrations.  

C.1 and C.2 

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A or B cannot be met in MODE 1. 2. or 3. the plant 
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.  
To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at 
least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours.  
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the requi red plant conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging plant systems.  

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A or B cannot be met during mevcmcnt 93f rcccnt:y
irradiated fuel assemblics in the pri4mar-y cnanct 

(continued)--
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ACTIONS D.1 and D.2 (continued) 

'-R-w- dung OPDRVs. the plant must be placed in a condition in which te LC.O. does nota aply. If applicgableTm-6vemen 
frecently irradiate Tuel asselffle-s in I 
/containment must be imm ned. Suspension of 
ths°antopr~ lude clomp• etion ofimoveement) 

..omponent to a v4i saf po inn Al-n if ~ann~cbe~ 
actn sbe inediately' initiated to suspend OPDRVs in 
order to minimize the probability of a vessel draindown and 
the subsequent potential for fission product release.  
Actions must continue until OPDRVs are suspended.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR verifies that each secondary containment isolation 
manual valve and blind flange that is required to be closed 
during accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to 
ensure that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids or 
gases outside of the secondary containment boundary is 
within design limits. This SR does not require any testing 
or isolation device manipulation. Rather, it involves 
verification that those isolation device in secondary 
containment that are capable of being mispositioned are in 
the correct position.  

Since these isolation devices are readily accessible to 
personnel during normal unit operation and verification of 
their position is relatively easy, the 31 day Frequency was 
chosen to provide added assurance that the isolation devices 
are in the correct positions.  

Two Notes have been added to this SR. The first Note 
applies to valves and blind flanges located in high 
radiation areas and allows them to be verified by use of 
administrative controls. Allowing verification by 
administrative controls is considered acceptable, since 
access to these areas is typically restricted during 
MODES 1. 2, and 3 for ALARA reasons. Therefore. the 
probability of misalignment of these isolation devices once 
they have been verified to be in the proper position, is 
low. A second Note has been included to clarify that 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.2.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

that SCIVs that are open under administrative controls are 
not required to meet the SR during the time the SCIVs are 
open.  

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 15.6.5.  

2. USAR. Section 6.2.3.
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humidity of the airstream to less than 70Z (Ref. 2). The 
roughing filter removes large particulate matter, while the 
HEPA filter is provided to remove fine particulate matter 
and protect the charcoal from fouling. The charcoal 
adsorber removes gaseous elemental iodine and organic 
iodides. and the final HEPA filter is provided to collect 
any carbon fines exhausted from the charcoal adsorber.

The AEGT System automatically starts and operates in 
response to actuation signals indicative of conditions or an 
accident that could require operation of the system. AEGT 
System flows are controlled by two motor operated control 
dampers installed in branch ducts. One duct exhausts air to 
the unit vent. (AEGT Subsystem A exhausts to the Unit 1 
plant vent: AEGT Subsystem B exhausts to the Unit 2 plant 
vent), while the other recirculates air back to the annulus.  

APPLICABLE The design basis for the AEGT System is to mitigate the 
SAFETY ANALYSES consequences of a loss of coolant accidenl nd fucl handling-0

Qarmciqcntz in'.'oking handling of recrently 9r'radiated fuci1.  
Si .c.. fu-ci•, that haz o-e ,ipipM Part ccf • ritical reactor core 

~' ~thinthcprc~ouz cvc daz (Ref. 2). For all events 
analyzed, the AEGT System is shown to be automatically 
initiated to reduce, via filtration and adsorption, the 
radioactive material released to the environent SA' (Ai • 
The AEGT System satisfies Criterion 3of the'NRC'Policy 
Statement.

LCO Following a DBA, a minimum of one AEGT subsystem is required 
to maintain the secondary containment at a negative pressure 
with respect to the environment and to process gaseous 
releases. Meeting the LCO requirements for two independent 
operable subsystems ensures operation of at least one AEGT 
subsystem in the event of a single active failure.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2, and 3. a DBA could lead to a fission product 
release to primary containment that leaks to secondary 
containment. Therefore, AEGT System OPERABILITY is required 
during these MODES.  

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these 
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature 
limitations in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the AEGT 
System OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or 5. except for 

(continued)
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LITY other situations under which significant releases of 
ued) radioactive material can be postulated, such as during 

w.ecmcnt of rcccntly 4rradiatcd fuel assemblies in the ' pri-- ,.. ..... , o.....r during operations with a potential f draininq _the reactor vessel (OPDRVs)Lj•Duue to ra•---c• 
Secay, handling•6 __d'-MTo~nly requires othe 

SAEGT System when t~he fu ed is recently 
Sirradiat. e that has occupied part of • c 

r re within the previous s=_e days 0- lVs assume 

that one or mor u a-ss ies are load, into the core.  
Therefore. if the fuel is fully off-loaded from the reactor 
vessel, the AEGT System is not required to be OPERABLE.

A. 1

With one AEGT subsystem inoperable, the inoperable subsystem 
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this 
Condition, the remaining OPERABLE AEGT subsystem is adequate 
to perform the required radioactivity release control 
function. However, the overall system reliability is 
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE subsystem 
could result in the radioactivity release control function 
not being adequately performed. The 7 day Completion Time 
is based on consideration of such factors as the 
availability of the OPERABLE redundant AEGT subsystem and 
the low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.  

B.1 and B.2 

If the AEGT subsystem cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 
within the required Completion Time in MODE 1, 2. or 3. the 
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to 
at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant 
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging plant systems.  

9, Durino MocMcn t ofrcccnt iradi ated fuel atrramliet 4r 
-he priar cninct.o ring OPDRVs. when Required 
Action A.1 cannot be completed within the required 
Completion Time, the OPERABLE AEGT subsystem should be 
immediately placed in operation. This Required Action 
ensures that the remaining subsystem is OPERABLE, that no 

(continued)
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ACTIONS C. I. ' t . . ((conti nued) Page 40 of 69 

failures that could prevent automatic actuation have 
occurred, and that any other failure would be readily 
detected. An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to 
immediately suspend activities that represent a potential 
for releasing significant amounts of radioactive material.  
thus placing the unit in a Condition that minimizes risk.  

psroduies inr te primary containment must be iODia are 
suspended. Suspension of these activities shall not 
thpreclude caopletion of movement f on t e 

sition.0. must be immediately.  
0initiate t suspend sORVs to minimize the probability of a 
vessel draindown and-subsequent potential for fission 
product release. Actions must continue until OPDRVs are suspended.  

D.1 

If both AEGT subsystems are inoperable in MODE 1. 2, or 3, 
the AEGT System may not be capable of supporting the 
required radioactivity release control function. Therefore, 
LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.  

k••We toAEGT subsystems are inoperable. if app•i 
of recent y i rrd~adi gLy- uel 'assei•is n Lthe 

S0 so minimize the probability of a vessel draindown and 
subsequent potential for fission product release. Actions 
must continue until OPDRVs are suspended.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.3.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Operating each AEGT subsystem from the control room for a 10 
continuous hours ensures that both subsystems are OPERABLE 
and that all associated controls are functioning properly.  
It also ensures that blockage, fan or motor failure, or 
excessive vibration can be detected for corrective action.  
Operation with the heaters on for ; 10 continuous hours 
every 31 days eliminates moisture on the adsorbers and HEPA 

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY 
(continued)

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a DBA 
are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations 
in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the CRER System OPERABLE 
is not required in MODE 4 or 5. exceptAfor the to÷lao'AdK9 
SitUatie~nz under which Signific&At radloacztiut la se can b

pc t r-t d -a dl n -W ... .... .  

du44 ring operations with a potential for draining the 
reactor vessel (OPDRVs).  

Wc to radi•a•tiyc dccay. handling o fuel ef i , only r-uir
-GP6EAIL!T of the. Controel Roo-m D&RePcncqy Rczecla-ti ....  
&Ystcm when the fucel being handlcd izr1nt piradiated.  
*i.e., fuel that has 3czipicd p&r of-a critic4al Peactor core
m ....... th p...... c'-en. d--ys. OPDRVs assume that one or 
more fuel assemblies are loaded into the core. Therefore, 
if the fuel is fully off-loaded from the reactor vessel, the 
CRER System is not required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS A. I

With one CRER subsystem inoperable, the inoperable CRER 
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days.  
With the unit in this condition, the remaining OPERABLE CRER 
subsystem is adequate to perform control room radiation 
protection. However, the overall reliability is reduced 
because a single failure in the OPERABLE CRER subsystem 
could result in loss of CRER System function. The 7 day 
Completion Time is based on the low probability of a DBA 
occurring during this time period, and that the remaining 
CRER subsystem can provide the required capabilities.  

B.1 and B.2 

In MODE 1, 2, or 3. if the inoperable CRER subsystem cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion 
Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE that minimizes risk.  
To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging 
unit systems.  

(continued)
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ACTIONS and C.2 
(continued) 

"rT ̂ r c,, ,-i ,c, A cti. o s..-. "1 l on ie • modif-i d b, a N• ot
-r !I t-h f uAl m,-,-o-i . ide s e n c ,-nAp l f .T iW, JUV1 , g 

Pf iReMAP-
Apecratj 14, Thrcor. inabilitye tosuspend meovznmct ef 

rjenl irradi ated4 Iual -assaembliea& i S not suff-ici-4ct reazen 
"to req ire a rIactor&•'" lh lt & .A ring.- - m-'em ent f- rc. ntl, 
i r-radi ated f e aseiblie i n th primar-y containm cnt or 
fue OaiPDRVs. if the inoperable 
CRER subsystem cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 
the required Completion Time of Condition A. the OPERABLE 
CRER subsystem may be placed in the emergency recirculation 
mode. This action ensures that the remaining subsystem is 
OPERABLE, that no failures that would prevent automatic 
actuation will occur, and that any active failure will be 
readily detected.

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately suspend activities that present a potential for releasing 
significant amounts of radioactivity that might require 
isolation of the control room. This places the unit in a 
condition that minimizes risk.  

iut be n iti hate imomedofi~ate ly tosupendiODRst o fminiiz 

the probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent 
potential for fission product release. Actions must 
continue until the OPDRVs are suspended.  

D.1 

If both CRER subsystems are inoperable in MODE 1, 2. or 3.  
the CRER System may not be capable of performing the 
intended function and the unit is in a condition outside of 
the accident analyses. Therefore. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered 
i mmedi ately.  

(continued)
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ACTIONS E. I 
(continued) 

DurSing m3-lecmcnt of recently irradiatcd fuel asscm-bli-i 
thepri Ary 'onainmcnt orF fuel h-Andln bidn.oiing 

OPDRVs, with two CRER subsystems inoperable, action must be 
taken immediately to suspend activities that present a 
potential for releasin significant amounts of radioactivity 
that might require isolation of the control room. This 
places the unit in a condition that minimizes risk.  

bIldnf ms ble suspmend ed Feecditcy. Suzpcnzn ofu thcl 

actlyitecz ehall notpecld Completion omoement of a 
eempti tola llift c I.i e piJion. Alco J / I applicable. actions 
must be initiated immnediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize 
the probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent 
potential for fission product release. Actions must 
continue until the OPD RVs are suspended.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.3.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Operating each CRER subsystem for > 10 continuous hours 
after initiating from the control room and ensuring flow 
through the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers ensures that 
both subsystems are OPERABLE and that all associated 
controls are functioning properly. It also ensures that 
blockage, fan or motor failure, or excessive vibration can 
be detected for corrective action. Operation with the 
heaters on for a 10 continuous hours every 31 days 
eliminates moisture on the adsorbers and HEPA filters. The 
31 day Frequency was developed in consideration of the known 
reliability of fan motors and controls and the redundancy 
available in the system.  

SR 3.7.3.2 

This SR verifies that the required CRER testing is performed 
in accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program 
(VFTP). The CRER filter tests are in accordance with 
Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 5). The VFTP includes testing 
HEPA filter efficiency, charcoal adsorber efficiency and 
bypass leakage, system flow rate, and general operating 

(continued)
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LCO Two independent and redundant subsystems of the Control Room 
HVAC System are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at 
least one is available, assuming a single failure disables 
the other subsystem. Total system failure could result in 
the equipment operating temperature exceeding limits.  

The Control Room HVAC System is considered OPERABLE when the 
individual components necessary to maintain the control room 
temperature are OPERABLE in both subsystems. These components 
include the cooling coils, fans, chillers with compressors.  
ductwork, dampers, and associated instrumentation and controls.  
The heating coils are not required for control room HVAC 
OPERABILITY.  

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1. 2. or 3. the Control Room HVAC System must be 
OPERABLE to ensure that the control room temperature will 
not exceed equipment OPERABILITY limits.  

In MODES 4 and 5. the probability and consequences of a Design 
Basis Accident are reduced due to the pressure and temperature 
limitations in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the 
Control Room HVAC System OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 
or 5. except"' -for, t1he fllomin4, -ituatioz -..ndr ,h-,h 

.... ~ e d- ".  

-b•- Airing operations with a potential for draining the 
reactor vessel (OPRDVs).  

Duc• to radgioac doc;'.- handlig Of fuel onl.y r il ...  
O AIIT of th -e Controleoo H'AG &ystcm 1.Hc t uel 

-bing handled r, r "enl irrdiated, i.e.. fuel that has occupi~ed part of a critical reactor core vAithinR the pr-v4 ous 

OPDRVs assume that one or more fuel assemblies are loaded 
into the core. Therefore, if the fuel is fully off-loaded 
from the reactor vessel, the Control Room HVAC System is not 
requi red to be OPERABLE.  

(continued)
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moer l cn o om..H C• subsystemn.'nnot be restored to OPE e required 
Completion Time of Condition A. the OPERABLE control room 

HAC subsystem may be placed immnediately in operation. This action ensures that the remaining subsystem is OPERABLE.  
that no failures that would prevent automatic actuation will occur, and that any active failure will be readily detected.

An alternative to Required Action D.1 is to immediately suspend activities that present a potential for releasing significant amounts of radioactivity that might require isolation of the control room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes risk.  

M .56eMD'4_IeI"- "iA t PAF anyim• ,•~iln÷etand h fuel han-lg 

�mimt ied y to su pe. OPDRVs to minimize 
the probability of a vessel draind and subsequent potential for fission product release. Actions must continue until the OPDRVs are suspended.  

(continued)
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ACTIONS 
(continued)

uire~~~~ ca n6 an69it op i in 

E .l a 1 . .. .  

of Condition B is not met, action must be taken to immnediately suspend activities that present a potential for releasing significant amounts of radioactivity that might require isolation of the control room. This places the unit 
in a condition that minimizes risk. .- i 

of Condtiapplcablt et , action s must b e tak n to a 

* inndm spn OPDRVs to minimize the probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential pfor fission 
product release. Actions must continue until the OPDRVs are 
suspended.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the 
system is sufficient to remove the control room heat load 
assumed in the safety analysis. The SR consists of a 
combination of testing and calculation. The 24 month 
Frequency is appropriate since significant degradation of 
the Control Room HVAC System is not expected over this time 
period.  

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 6.4.  

2. USAR, Section 9.4.1.
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BASES INFORMATIN ON LY 
BACKGROUND The minimum water level in the spent fuel storage pools and 

upper containment fuel storage pool meets the assumptions of iodine decontamination factors following a fuel handling 
accident.  

A general description of the fuel handling building (FHB) spent fuel storage pools and upper containment fuel storage pool design is found in the USAR. Section 9.1.2 (Ref. 1).  The assumptions of the fuel handling accident are found in the USAR. Sections 15.7.4 and 15.7.6 (Refs. 2 and 3.  
respectively).  

APPLICABLE The water level above the irradiated fuel assembli s is an SAFETY ANALYSES explicit assumption of the fuel handling accident. A fuel handling accident is evaluae 
radi ological consequences 
doses at the exclusion area and low population zone boundaries) are s 25% (NUREG- 00. .. 4.%-.. 4)" of the 10 CFROo C del ines. A fuel and ci den could release a frac o the fission 0.167 r uct inventory by breaching the f 1 rod cladding as 

'F'-i - c.O• f- The fuel handling accident is evalua e for tle dropping of 
ror.- i S an irradiated fuel assembly onto stored fuel bundles. The consequences of a fuel handling accident inside the FHB and inside containment are documented in References 2 and 3.  

e5e . respectively. The water levels in the FHB spent fuel 
storage pools and upper containment fuel storage pools al, \provide for absorption of water soluble fission product a _ ases and transport delays of soluble and insoluble gases SV o c hat must ass through the water before being released to 
the a.t .. p ere..This absorption and transport delay reduces the potential radioactivity of the release during a fuel 

S4. handling accident.  

The fuel pool water level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC 
Policy Statement.  

(continued)
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LCO The specified water level preserves the assumption of the fuel handling accident analysis (Refs. 2 and 3). As such, it is the minimum required for fuel movement within the FHB spent fuel storage pools and upper containment fuel storage pool.
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APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever movement of irradiated fuel assemblies occurs in the associated fuel storage racks since the potential for a release of fission products exists.  

ACTIONS A.1JNFORM T J ONLM 
Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1. 2. or 3. the fuel movement is independent of reactor operations. Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is not a sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.  

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met, steps should be taken to preclude the accident from occurring. With either fuel storage pool level less than required, the movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the associated fuel storage pool is suspended immediately.  Suspension of this activity shall not preclude completion of movement of an irradiated fuel assembly to a safe position.  
This effectively precludes a spent fuel handling accident 
from occurring.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR verifies that sufficient water is available in the event of a fuel handling accident. The water level in the FHB spent fuel storage pools and upper containment fuel storage pool must be checked periodically. The 7 day Frequency is acceptable. based on operating experience.  .considering that the water volume in the pools is normally stable and water level changes are controlled by unit 
procedures.  

(continued)
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1. USAR. Section 9.1.2.

2. USAR, Section 15.7.4.  

3. USAR, Section 15.7.6.  

4. NUREG 0500. Scc-etien 154.4.. Recviein 

5. 10 CFR+W. =3( 

6. DRe•u•atoery Guide 1.29 Ma-eh 197-2-.

jell. y I Ar .,i,. 0 -,, 

j ir.- - w%-z
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BACKGROUND The function of the FHB is to contain. dilute. and hold up 
fission products that are released from a design basis Fuel 
Handling Accident (FHA). In conjunction with operation of 
the FHB Ventilation Exhaust System, the FHB is designed to 

uce the activity level of the fission products prior to 
r ease to the environment.  

The is a three story building, located between the 
Unit I nd 2 reactor buildings. The entire exterior of the 
building s reinforced concrete, including the foundation, 
the walls.and the roof slabs. The FHB houses four pools 
for fuel ha ling and storage: 

a. Cask pit: 

b. Spent fuel s rage pool: 

c. Fuel transfer po ; and 

d. Fuel storage and-pr aration pool.  

The pools are interconnecte by means of gates, to allow the underwater passage of fue assemblies from one pool to 
another.  

To prevent ground level exfiltrati n, the FHB boundaries 
have been established. The FHB bou aries are: 

a. The doors in each access to the 6 foot elevation of 
the FHB are closed, except for nor1 entry and exit; 

b. The FHB railroad track door is closed; 

c. The FHB floor hatches are in place: and 

d. The shield blocks are installed adjacent to e shield 
building.  

~~(conti~e~
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BASES KGRO 

BACKGROUND e entilation Exhaust System is required by 10 CFR 50.  
Appendix A, GDC 41. "Containment Atmosphere Cleanup" 
(Ref. 1). The function of the FHB Ventilation Exhaust 
System is to ensure that radioactive materials that escape 

rom fuel assemblies damaged following a design basis Fuel 
H dling Accident (FHA) are filtered and adsorbed prior to 
exh usting to the environment.  

The F Ventilation Exhaust System consists of three fully 
redunda subsystems, each with its own set of ductwork.  
dampers. xhaust fan, charcoal filter train.  
instrument ion, and controls. Each subsystem is designed for 50% fl• 
Each charcoal lter train consists of (components listed in 

order of the dir tion of the air flow): 

a. A demister: 

b. A roughing filter: 

c. Electric heater coil • 

d. A high efficiency parti late air (HEPA) prefilter: 

e. A charcoal adsorber: and 

f. A.HEPA afterfilter.  

The demister is provided to remove en ained water in the 
air. while the electric heater reduces e relative humidity 
of the airstream to less than 70% (Ref. . The roughing 
filter removes large particulate matter. ile the HEPA 
prefilter is provided to remove fine particc ate matter and protect the charcoal from fouling. The charc 1 adsorber 
removes gaseous elemental iodine and organic i ides, and 
the HEPA afterfilter is provided to collect any rbon fines 
exhausted from the charcoal adsorber.  

The FHB Ventilation Exhaust System is manually start by 
the control room operators. In the event that the ra tion 
monitor upstream of the charcoal filter trains senses a igh 

(cntn
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INFORMIATIII ONLY
BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating."

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources during MODES 4 

SAFETY ANALYSES and 5 and dur•n'•g mo""eien of re,.ntly irradiated fAel •.,, .  

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods: 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status: and 

c. Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate 
events postulated during shutdown. such as an 
inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fucl han•d•ig 
accident i n'.' ng handling of r-eccntly i .adi at.• 
fuel. i.e.. fuel that has occuPied paprt of a ritic.al 

reato crewithip the pe.'iu re'.' days.  

In general, when the unit is shut down the Technical 
Specifications (TS) requirements ensure that the unit has 
the capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated 
accidents. However, assuming a single failure and 
concurrent loss of all offsite or loss of all onsite power 
is not required. The rationale for this is based on the 
fact that many Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are 
analyzed in MODES 1, 2. and 3 have no specific analyses in 
MODES 4 and 5. Worst case bounding events are deemed not 
credible in MODES 4 and 5 because the energy contained 
within the reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant 
temperature and pressure, and the corresponding stresses 
result in the probabilities of occurrence significantly 
reduced or eliminated, and minimal consequences. These 
deviations from DBA analysis assumptions and design 
requirements during shutdown conditions are allowed by the 
LCOs for required systems.  

(continued)
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LCO powered from offsite power. An OPERABLE DG. associated with 
(continued) a Division 1 or Division 2 Distribution System Engineered 

Safety Feature (ESF) bus required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.8, 
ensures a diverse power source is available to provide 
electrical power support. assuming a loss of the offsite 
circuit. Similarly, when the high pressure core spray 
(HPCS) system is required to be OPERABLE. a separate offsite 
circuit to the Division 3 Class 1E onsite electrical power 
distribution subsystem, or an OPERABLE Division 3 DG, ensure 
an additional source of power for the HPCS. This additional 
source for Division 3 is not necessarily required to be 
connected to be OPERABLE. Either the circuit required by 
LCO Item a. or a circuit required to meet LCO Item c may be 
connected. with the second source available for connection.  
Together, OPERABILITY of the required offsite circuit(s) and 
DG(s) ensure the availability of sufficient AC sources to 
operate the plant in a safe manner and to mitigate the 
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g..  

fuci ~ .hadig~c nts inyelo~ng handling of r ecntly 
ira-- a•tde•, .f l, reactor vessel draindown).  

The qualified offsite circuit(s) must be capable of 
maintaining rated frequency and voltage while connected to 
their respective ESF bus(es). and accepting required loads 
during an accident. Qualified offsite circuits are those 
that are described in the USAR and are part of the licensing 
basis for the plant. One offsite circuit consists of the 
Unit 1 startup transformer through the Unit 1 interbus 
transformer. to the Class 1E 4.16 kV ESF buses through 
source feeder breakers for each required division. A second 
acceptable offsite circuit consists of the Unit 2 startup 
transformer through the Unit 2 interbus transformer, to the 
Class 1E 4.16 kV ESF buses through source feeder breakers 
for each required division.  

The required DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to 
rated speed and voltage, and connecting to its respective 
ESF bus on detection of bus undervoltage. and accepting 
required loads. This sequence must be accomplished within 
10 seconds for Division 1 and 2 and 13 seconds for 
Division 3. Each DG must also be capable of accepting 
required loads within the assumed loading sequence 
intervals, and must continue to operate until offsite power 
can be restored to the ESF buses. These capabilities are 
required to be met from a variety of initial conditions such 
as: DG in standby with the engine hot and DG in standby 

(continued)
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LCO 
(continued)

with the engine at ambient conditions. Additional DG 
capabilities must be demonstrated to meet required 
Surveillances, e.g., capability of the DG to revert to standby 
status on an ECCS signal while operating in parallel test mode.

Proper sequencing of loads, including tripping of nonessential loads, is a required function for DG OPERABILITY. In 
addition, proper load sequence operation is an integral part 
of offsite circuit and DG OPERABILITY since its inoperability 
impacts the ability to start and maintain energized loads 
required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.8. It is acceptable for 
divisions to be cross tied during shutdown conditions.  
permitting a single offsite power circuit to supply all 
requi red AC electrical power distri buti on subsystems.  

As described in Applicable Safety Analyses. in the event of 
an accident during shutdown, the TS are designed to maintain 
the plant in a condition such that, even with a single 
failure, the plant willinot be in immediate difficulty.  

APPLICABILITY The AC sources r uired to be OPERABLE in.MODES 4 and 5 a1R -'2

"" the primary containment or ful handling buildin4g provide 
assurance that: 

a. Systems to provide adeuate coolant inventory makeup are 
available for the irradiated fuel in the core in case of 
an inadvertent draindown of the reactor vessel; 

V Systems n&e eedto mitigate a fuel handling accident 
involving handling of recently irradiat re 
available (due to radioactive d . andling of fuel onl 
requires OPERABILITY of Sources when the fuel bein 
handled is recen radiated, i.e., fuel that has 
occupi o a critical reactor core within the 

us seven days):

6/ Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that 
can lead to core damage during shutdown are available: and

A#. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

The AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2. and 3 are covered 
in LCO 3.8.1.

(continued)
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ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note indicatin 3.0.3 
does not apply. If moving recenti ated fuel 
assemblies while in MODE the fuel movement is 
independent of r roprations. Therefore, inability to suspe 't of recently irradiated fuel assemblies is 

sufficient reason to require reactor shutdown.  

A.1 

A required offsite circuit is considered inoperable if no 
qualified circuit is supplying power to one required ESF 
ivision. If two or more ESF 4.16 kV buses are required per 

LCO 3.8.8, division(s) with offsite power available may be 
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow 
contnuat�ion of CORE ALTERATIONS. ma...m.nt of rcc....y.. ' 

and operations with a potential for 
draining the reactor vessel.  

By allowing the option to declare required features 
inoperable which are not powered from offsite power.  
appropriate restrictions can be implemented in accordance 
with the required feature(s) LCOs' ACTIONS. Required 
features remaining powered from offsite power (even though 
that circuit may be inoperable due to failing to power other 
features) are not declared inoperable by this Required 
Acti on.  
A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3.35• .BIB2 

With the offsite circuit not available to all required 
divisions, the option still exists to declare all required 
features inoperable. Since this option may involve 
undesired administrative efforts, the allowance for 
sufficiently conservative actions is made. With the 
required DG inoperable, the minimum required diversity of AC.  
power sources is not available. It is, therefore, required 

_ to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. •,,enRt of . .,,-,.-,.  
f-uPl azzcPMblic in th prmrycntainmcnt and fuel hNdlIn 
• ,-..k'"44,R,- and operations with a potential for draining the 
reactor vessel. Additionally, crane operations over the spent fuel storage pool shall be suspended when fuel 
assemblies are stored there.  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further requi red to initi ate 

(continued)
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INFORMATION ONLY
BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operating."

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and 
transient analyses in the USAR. Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter 15 (Ref. 2). assume that Engineered Safety Feature 
systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system 
provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for the 
diesel generators, emergency auxiliaries, and control and 
switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources 
during MODES 4 and 5 and during m....m.nt of r_..t.. -,, 
irrazliated fuzl azssemblies in thp primary c.Gntainmmet er 
............hnlin buil . ensures that: 

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods: 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status: and 

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate 
events postulated during shutdown, such as an 
inadvertent draindown of the vessepr a fucl hd-d -tin 
accidcnst i.A ol.'ng handFing of rcccmntly iadiated -a 
fuel, i.e., fue4 that has eeeupied part af P Hia 
reacter- corc w:ithin the pe.iu e.e as 

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.  

LCO One DC electrical power subsystem (consisting of either the 
Unit 1 or 2 battery, either the normal or reserve battery 
charger, and all the associated control equipment and 
interconnecting cabling supplying power to the associated 

(continued)
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LCO bus). associated with the Division 1 or Division 2 onsite 
(continued) Class 1E DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) 

required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.8. "Distribution Systems
Shutdown." is required to be OPERABLE. Similarly, when the 
High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) System is required to be 
OPERABLE, the Division 3 DC electrical power subsystem 
associated with the Division 3 onsite Class 1E DC electrical 
power di stri bution subsystem requi red OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.8 
is required to be OPERABLE. In addition to the preceding 
subsystems required to be OPERABLE, a Class 1E battery or 
battery charger and the associated control equipment and 
interconnecting cabling capable of supplying power to the 
remaining Division 1 or Division 2 onsite Class 1E DC 
electrical power distribution subsystem, when portions of 
both Division I and Division 2 DC electrical power 
distribution subsystems are required to be OPERABLE by 
LCO 3.8.8. This ensures the availability of sufficient DC 
electrical power sources to operate the unit in a safe 
manner and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events 
during shutdown (e.g ............. fu handl..ing tin. ing.  
handing of .... ntly.. 4i-rrdt•ad ful and inadvertent reactor 
vessel draindown).

Division 1 consists of : 
1. 125 volt battery 1R42-S002 or 2R42-S002.  
2. 125 volt full capacity charger 1R42-S006 

Division 2 consists of: 
1. 125 volt battery 1R42-S003 or 2R42-S003.  
2. 125 volt full capacity charger 1R42-S008 

Division 3 consists of: 
1. 125 volt battery 1E22-S005 or 2E22-S005.  
2. 125 volt full capacity charger 1E22-S006

or 0R42-SO07.  

or 0R42-S009.  

or 0R42-S011.

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE ia 
MODES 4 and 5 and •d•urig ..... nt of r...ntly .rr.... t • 

•-• fuelac ,ezmbliez in the primary containmnt and fu-I handling.  
S........ = provide assurance that: 

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant 
inventory makeup are available for the irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the core in case of an inadvertent 
draindown of the reactor vessel: 

(continued)
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INFORMATI ONLY Enclosure 6 
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Paae 58 of 69 9)SRequired features needed to mitigate a fuel handling 
accident involving handling of recently irradiated g 
fuel are available (due to radioactive decay, handling 
of fuel only requires OPERABILITY of the DC Sources 
when the fuel being handled is recently irradiated, .. fuel that has occupied part of a critical 

actor core within the previous seven days):
1 ft 10r1 'I
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APPLICABILITY , {. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects 
(continued) of events that can lead to core damage during shutdown 

are available; and 

CJ. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1. 2, and 3 
are covered in LCO 3.8.4.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.3 
does not apply. If moving recently irradiated fuel 
assemblies while in MODE 1. 2. or 3, the fuel movement is 
independent of reactor operations. Therefore, inability to 
suspend movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies is 
not sufficient reason to require reactor shutdown.  
A.1, A.2.1,_-A.2.2,!ý,,.23 

If more than one DC distribution subsystem is required 
according to LCO 3.8.8. the DC subsystems remaining OPERABLE 
with one or more DC power sources inoperable may be capable 
of supporting sufficient required features to allow 

• continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS. mow-ement of recently, 
......... e.. Iand operations with a potential for 
draining the reactor vessel. By allowing the option to 
declare required features associated with an inoperable DC 
power source(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions are 
implemented in accordance with the Required Actions of the 
LCOs for these associated required features. Since this 
option may involve undesired administrative efforts, the 
allowance for sufficiently conservative alternate actions 
(i .e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. mo'..em. ofrec.ntl. CL..  
i r-radi atd 4uRazmbizi thc primary eentainmmnt And-
"fu.l h.ndling.buildin,, and operations with a potential for 
draining of the reactor vessel) is made.  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately 
initiate action to restore the required DC electrical power 
subsystems and to continue this action until restoration is 
accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC electrical 
power to the plant safety systems.  

(continued)
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N FOR ATI ONLY
BACKGROUND A description of the AC and DC electrical power distribution 

systems is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.7.  
"Distribution Systems -Operating."

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and 
transient analyses in the USAR. Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter 15 (Ref. 2). assume Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) 
systems are OPERABLE. The AC and DC electrical power 
distribution systems are designed to provide sufficient 
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure 
the availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that 
the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design 
limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC and DC electrical power 
distribution systems is consistent with the initial 
assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements 
for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC and DC electrical power 
sources and associated power distribution subsystems during 
MODES 4 and 5 and dui mo.-c-cnt of rcccntlj .rr.d At Q 
fuel assefeblies in ";"Z Zpri ,r eentainmmnt er fuel handling01 '-....... = ensures that: 

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods: 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate power is provided to mitigate events 
postulated during shutd such as an inadvertent 

[•nvol vi ng hand 1ing O -rcenefuel, .1_e ., 
Sfuel that ha-atof a critical reactor core/ 

• " previous seven days.  
The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems satisfy 

Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.  

(continued)
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LCO Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and 
components are required OPERABLE by other LCOs. depending on 
the specific plant condition. Implicit in those 
requirements is the required OPERABILITY of necessary 
support required features. This LCO explicitly requires 
energization of the portions of the AC and DC electrical 
power distribution systems necessary to support OPERABILITY 
of Technical Specifications' required systems, equipment, 
and components-both specifically addressed by their own 
LCOs, and implicitly required by the definition of 
OPERABILITY.  

Maintaining these portions of the AC and DC electrical power 
distribution systems energized ensures the availability of 
sufficient power to operate the plant in a safe manner to 
mitigate the consequences of postulated events during 

,•Pllk4L*'tvll~~~trgll nj,• • a I .AF•I IU I I I 5I-d, U •.•, IT,•T.4d Ints,,•; IlY• I 'P I• IqlllII shutdown (e.g., futel ha"'iln aoidnt i loig hendling 
of.rc.c.... ia A. j fu=3 and inadvertent reactor vessel 
draindown).  

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems 
requi red to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 n..d dc .... .....  
of rzccntly irnadiatcdA fucl assemblies in thl- F.rimary0j .....t.inmant o.r. fu.el handling building provide assurance 
that: 

a. Required features needed to provide adequate coolant 
inventory makeup are available for the irradiated fuel 
in the core in case of an inadvertent draindown of the 
reactor vessel: 

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel hanc 
accident invol ving handling of c red g i s tedo 
fuel are available (due to radi-ecay, handling 
of fuel only req]uires 0T of the Distribution Systems whnt ig handled is recently 

\ i rradia ;&1T.e,.. fuel that has occupied part of a 
• al reactor core within the previous seven days): 

• . Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of 
events that can lead to core damage during shutdown 
are available; and 

(cont inued)
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APPLICABILITY '\ Instrumentation and control capability is available 
(continued) C- for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 

shutdown or refueling condition.  

The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystem 
requirements for MODES 1. 2. and 3 are covered in LCO 3.8.7.  

(continued)
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ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note indicating tha .0.3 
does not apply. If moving recently irradi el assemblies while in MODE 1. 2, or uel movement is 
independent of reactor ons. Therefore, inability to 
suspend mmov, recently irradiated fuel assemblies is 
no lent reason to require reactor shutdown.  

A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5 

Although redundant required features may require redundant 
divisions of electrical power distribution subsystems to be 
OPERABLE, one OPERABLE distribution subsystem division may be capable of supporting sufficient required features to 4 
allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS. - ......... V 

- i' ~rradi~tcd fu!, and operations with a potential for 
draining the reactor vessel. By allowing the option to declare required features associated with an inoperable 
distribution subsystem inoperable, appropriate restrictions 
are implemented in accordance with the Required Actions of 
the LCOs for these associated required features. Since this 
option may involve undesired administrative efforts, the 
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made 
(i. e.. to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. mov•,,•nt of rccnt 

iradi atcd f~uzl ass~e1i i es ;Ut~,rrar otir~ T an fuci . andling b.ild•. . and operations with a potential for 
"draining of the reactor vessel).  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions- minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately 
initiate action to restore the required AC and DC electrical 
power distribution subsystems and to continue this action 
until restoration is accomplished in order to provide the 
necessary power to the plant safety systems.  

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative 
Required Actions, a required residual heat removal - shutdown 
cooling (RHR-SDC) subsystem may be inoperable. In this case, Required Actions A.2.1 through A.2.4 do not adequately 
address the concerns relating to coolant circulation and 
heat removal. Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the RHR-SDC ACTIONS 

(continued)
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B 3.9.6 Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Water Level -Irradiated Fuel 

BASES I0

BACKGROUND The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies withn the RPV 
requires a minimum water level of 22 ft 9 inch• above the 
top of the RPV flange. During refueling, thi maintains a 
sufficient water level in the upper containm ft pool.  
Sufficient water is necessary to retain i4{9e-fission 

roduct activity in the water in the event of a fu 
andling accident (Refs. 1 and 2). Sufficient 

activity would be retained to imit offsite doses Mrom the 
accident to < 25% of 10 CFR limits. as provided by the

APPLICABLE During movement of irradiated fuel Assemblies. the water 
SAFETY ANALYSES level in the RPV is an initial condition design parameter in 

the analysis of a fuel handling a cident jj2containment 
postulated by Regulatory Guide _. (Refl . A minimum 
water level of 23 ft allows a decontaminar on factor of 

.o n.....the accid en ana ysis for ..i. This kb. o .S rel s to the ass tion tha of the total i 
released rom the pe to cladding gap of all the dropped" 

9, 5•.• ) fuel assembly rods s tained by the refueling cavity 
water. The fuel pe et to claddingq is assumed to (S/ 
contain( of the total fuel rod i• inventor (Ref.  

Analysis of the fuel handling acci n inside contas-i1 i ' 
described in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of 
23,and a minimum decay time of 24 hours prior to fuel rAoC 
handling. the analysis and test programs demonstrate that 
the 4ei•ie release due to a postulated fuel handling 

Sa. accident is adequately captured by the water, and that 
offsite doses are maintained within allowable limits 
(Ref. 4).  

While the worst case assumptions include the dropping of the
irradiated fuel assembly being handled onto the reactor 
core. the possibility exists of the dropped assembly 
striking the RPV flange and releasing fission products.  
Therefore. the minimum depth for water coverage to ensure 
acceptable radiological consequences is specified from the 
RPV flange. Since the worst case event results in failed 
fuel assemblies seated in the core, as well as the dropped

(continued)
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APPLICABLE assembly, dropping an assembly on the RPV flange will result 
SAFETY ANALYSES in reduced releases of fission gases. Based on this (continued) judgment, and the physical dimensions which preclude normal 

operation with water level 23 feet above the flange, a 
slight reduction in this water level is acceptable.  

RPV water level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.  

LCO A minimum water level of 22 ft 9 inches above the top of the 
RPV flange is required to ensure that the radiological 
consequences of a postulated fuel handling accident are 
within accoptable limits, as provided by the guidance of 
Reference 

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.9.6 is applicable during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies within the RPV. The LCO minimizes the 
possibility of a fuel handling accident in containment that 
is beyond the assumptions of the safety analysis.  
Requirements for handling of new fuel assemblies or control 
rods (where water depth to the RPV flange is not of concern) 
are covered by LCO 3.9.7, "RPV Water Level-New Fuel or 
Control Rods." Requirements for fuel handling accidents in 
the spent fuel storage pools and upper fuel storage pool are 
covered by LCO 3.7.7. "Fuel Pool Water Level." 

ACTIONS A.1 

If the water level is < 22 ft 9 inches above the top of the 
RPV flange, all operations involving movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies within the RPV shall be suspended 
immediately to ensure that a fuel handling accident cannot 
occur. The suspension of irradiated fuel movement shall not 
preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verification of a minimum water level of 22 ft 9 inches 
above the top of the RPV flange ensures that the design 
basis for the postulated fuel handling accident analysis 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.6.1 (continued)

during refueling operations is met. Water at 
level limits the consequences of damaged fuel 
are postulated to result from a fuel handling 
containment (Ref. 2).

the required 
rods, which 
accident in

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment 
and is considered adequate in view of the large volume of 
water and the normal procedural controls on valve positions, 
which make significant unplanned level changes unlikely.  

REFERENCES 1. R .... G- H de i.2- " e 4972-.

2. USAR. Section 15.7.6.  

3. NUREC •080, Sction .7.1. -

4. 10 CFR 100.11. tO C..F-L goA-7 
5-- amAj 1aLoZ-
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B 3.9.7 Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Water Level-New Fuel or Control Rods 

BASES INFIRMATI aNLY C o&

BACKGROUND

AP 
SA

The movement of new fuel assemblies or h ndling of control 
rods within the RPV when fuel assemblies seated within the 
reactor vessel are irradiated requires a inimum water level 
of 23 ft above the top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated 
within the RPV. During refueling, this m intains a 
sufficient water level above the irradiat fuel.  
Sufficient water is necessary to retain * fission 
roduct activity in the water in the event of a 
andling accident (Refs. 1 and 2). Sufficient 

activity would be retained to limit offsite doses from the 
accident to < 25% of 10 CFRAjljIimits, as provided by the 
guidance of Referencef 

1O q 56 ý

PLICABLE During movement of new fuel assemblifs o1¶r-infdling 
FETY ANALYSES control rods over irradiated fuel asemblies, t water 

level in the RPV is an initial conftion desi parameter in 
the analysis of a fuel handling actident in ontainment 
postulated by Regulatory Guide 4-. (Ref. . A minimum 
water level of 23 ft allows a decontaminatof 
to be used in the accident anal *s for isb,0-.This 
relates to the assum tion that• of the l 
release from the pA I to clalling gap of all th-e opped 
fuel assembly rods' 4..__tained by the refueling cavity 2 water. .]e fuel pe et to claddinq-m is assumed to 
containt•a of the total fuel rod . inventory (Ref. 1) 

us~1% T% 13 Mf 44Q.ý 
Analysis of the fuel handling acci en inside containmen is ck\r 
described in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of _k__U6 

23_ftpand a minimum decay time of 24 hours prior to fuel 
handling, the analysis and test programs demonstrate that 
the iodine release due to a postulated fuel handling 

ir r, ae.& A accident is adequately captured by the water, and that 
offsite doses are maintained within allowable limits 
(Ref. 4).  

The related assumptions include the worst case dropping of 
an irradiated fuel assembly onto the reactor core loaded 
with irradiated fuel assemblies.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE RPV water level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy 
SAFETY ANALYSES Statement.  

(continued) 

LCO A minimum water level of 23 ft above the top of irradiated 
fuel assemblies seated within the RPV is required to ensure 
that the radiological consequences of a postulated fuel 
handling accident are within Icceptable limits, as provided 
by the guidance of Reference/Zl 

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.9.7 is applicable when moving new fuel assemblies or handling control rods (i.e., movement with other than the 
normal control rod drive) over irradiated fuel assemblies 
seated within the RPV. The LCO minimizes the possibility of 
a fuel handling accident in containment that is beyond the assumptions of the safety analysis. If irradiated fuel is 
not present within the RPV. there can be no significant 
radioactivity release as a result of a postulated fuel handling accident. Requirements for fuel handling accidents in the spent fuel storage pools and upper fuel storage pool 
are covered by LCO 3.7.7, "Fuel Pool Water Level." 
Requirements for handling irradiated fuel over the RPV are 
covered by LCO 3.9.6. "Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Water 
Level - Irradiated Fuel." 

ACTIONS A.1 

If the water level is < 23 ft above the top of irradiated 
fuel assemblies seated within the RPV, all operations involving movement of new fuel assemblies and handling of control rods within the RPV shall be suspended immediately 
to ensure that a fuel handling accident cannot occur. The suspension of fuel movement and control rod handling shall not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.7.1 REQU IREMENTS Verification of a minimum water level of 23 ft above the top 
of the irradiated fuel assemblies seated within the RPV 
ensures that the design basis for the postulated fuel 
handling accident analysis during refueling operations is 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.7.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

met. Water at the required level limits the consequences of 
damaged fuel rods, which are postulated to result from a 
fuel handling accident in containment (Ref. 2).  

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment 
and is considered adequate in view of the large volume of water and the normal procedural controls on valve positions, 
which make significant unplanned level changes unlikely.  

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory .u.d. .1.5..rh.. 

2. USAR, Section 15.7.6.  

3. NUREG 0800. GSct--n 4674.4. 

4. 10 CGFR 10.11 to c-F=P. 3O, G

Revision No. 0
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TABLE 1.8-1 (Continued)

Requlatorv Guide (Rev.;RRRC Cateaorv) Degree of Conformance
USAR Section/i 
Reference

1.12 - (Revision 1 - 4/74;RRRC Cat. 4) 

Instrumentation for earthquakes PNPP design conforms to this guide with the 
exception of Paragraph C.4.b, Response 
Spectrum Recorder Frequency Range. The Perry 
Nuclear Power Plant Response Spectrum 
Recorders have a frequency range of "2 Hz to 
25.4 Hz," rather than the recommended 1 Hz to 
30 Hz.

1.13 - (Revision 1 - 12/75;RRRC Cat. 4)

Spent fuel storage 
basis

facility design

1.14 - (Revision 1 - 8/75)

Reactor coolant pump flywheel 
integrity

PNPP design conforms to this guide, vltrI4 rue

0'Jr 2 A 0Aor-IVE M' A ra-m 14S . VAI•(,A FC R LEK46 

GUIDE .193.  

Not applicable to PNPP design.

1.15 - (Revision 1 - 12/72;RRRC Cat. 1)

Testing of reinforcing bars for 
Seismic Category I concrete structures

PNPP design conforms to this guide.

Revision 11 
September, 20011.8-7

3.7.4

9.1, 
9.4.2

3.8.1, 
3.8.3, 
3.8.4, 
3.8.5 -r- 0o 

o_ 

0 

Co 

I--



TABLE 1.8-1 (Continued)

Regulatory Guide (Rev.;RRRC Category) 

1.24 - (Revision 0 - 3/72;RRRC Cat. 1)

Degree of Conformance
USAR Section/ 
Reference

Assumptions used for evaluating the 
potential radiological consequences of a 
pressurized water reactor gas storage 
tank failure 

1.25 - (Revision 0 - 3/72;RRRC Cat. 1) 

Assumptions used for evaluating the 
potential radiological consequences of 
a fuel handling accident in the fuel 
handling and storage facility for 
boiling and pressurized water reactors

Not applicable to PNPP design.

PNPP design conforms to this guide wi he 
following exceptions: a. (Regu ry 
Position C.I.j) filter effi ncies of 95% 
are used in accordance h Regulatory 
Guide 1.52; b. (Re atory Position C.3.a/c) 
dose conversi actors and average gamma 
energies •rtaken from NRC TACT III 
and TACT 5 computer code in lieu of 
Sle 1 and Reference 12.

1.26 - (Revision 3 - 2/76;RRRC Cat. 1)

Quality group classifications and 
standards for water-, steam- and 
radioactive-waste-containing components 
of nuclear power plants

PNPP design complies with this guide.

1.8-13

3.2.1, 
Table 3.2-1, 
6.2.4, 
6.5, 6.7, 
9.4, 9.5, 
10.3.3, 
17.2 

(D 0 0 
0 U) 

Za rb 

(0 
I

Revision 11 
September, 2001
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6.5.1, 
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TABLE 1.8-1 (Continued)

Requlatorv Guide (Rev.;RRRC Cateaorv) Degree of Conformance
USAR Section/I 
Reference

1.52 - (Revision 2 - 3/78;RRRC Cat. 2)

Design, testing and maintenance 
criteria for postaccident engineered
safety-feature atmosphere cleanup 
system air filtration and absorption 
units of light-water-cooled nuclear 
power plants 

1.53 - (Revision 0 - 6/73;RRRC Cat. 1)

Application of single failure criterion 
to nuclear power plant protection 
systems

PNPP design and testing conform to this guide 
as presented in Tables 6.5-1 t-Ne.h 6.5-3.  

,4'45)ýý (4400UW A60ic5t •OC 2L//'lJ(.,4T 

rot- 1./0 

Single failure criteria is applied to 
protection systems in accordance with 
Regulatory Guide 1.53.

6.4, 
6.5.1, 

,,-• 9. 4, 

12.3, 15.7, 
Tech. Specs.

6.5.3, 
7.2.2, 
7.3.2, 
7.4.2, 
7.6.2, 
8.1, 9.4

1.54 - (Revision 0 - 6/73;RRRC Cat. 1)

Quality Assurance requirements for 
protective coatings applied to 
water-cooled nuclear power plants 

1.55 - (Revision 0 - 6/73;RRRC Cat. 1)

See Chapter 17.2 6.1.1, 
6.1.2, 
17.2

See Chapter 17.2 3.8, 
17.2 

Revision 11 
1.8-24 September, 2001
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Concrete placement in Category I 
structures
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TABLE 1.8-1 (Continued)

Regulatory Guide (Rev.;RRRC Category)

1.163 (Continued)

Degree of Conformance 

The containment isolation check valves in the 
Feedwater penetrations are tested per the 
Inservice Testing Program.

8.1 - (Revision 0 - 2/73)

Radiation symbol PNPP conforms to this guide.

ý1. I's 2 - 0- 7/2oco)0 

.ALr6ejtNAT-1Vj Rbowax-c.j(So& 
7-CI-VI Oe L-v0 ,1a DaoaIN &~ 

4dALob7tirS4ý1VC6r PLCL

PMPi Nl(NFokhis Tn rHK CUMUE IAX.( T7A4 FLJLu 

INSIDE C cjT.4,Nt4 LZT 5.Is /-tS£ T/..Zi,

7P24o 3 S5ecr'0tV V,~ ?,.'boHr/- r#,4r L C, C 
Fl m 7WC 11SS, :'5 'WQ? _Ibq./ / c, 

2~e~ (~j~ b ~ ~ ~ 0N19 EAI // V ~ Q M~ 76

USAR Section/! 
Reference

%ma 

&-I
9.1.2 

/5'7. 7/ 

r(cMS7'.6

(06*0 

CD O 
ZZ C 

0 

r

Revision 11 
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3.11.4.4 Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System 

The diesel generator building ventilation system is designed to maintain 

the area at or below 120*F when the diesel generators are operating and 

outdoor temperature is 95'F. Relative humidity corresponding to this 

temperature will be less than 50 percent since the building load will 

consist almost entirely of sensible heat.  

Each diesel generator is provided with an independent ventilation system 

consisting of outdoor air intake louvers and two redundant ventilating 

fans. These ventilation systems are designed to satisfy Safety Class 3, 

Seismic Category I requirements and are supplied with onsite emergency 

power from the associated standby diesel generators should loss of 

offsite power occur (see Section 9.4.5). No single failure can result 

in loss of cooling in more than one diesel generator room.  

3.11.4.5 Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System 

The fuel handling area ventilation system is designed to maintain the 

area at or below 120OF with an outdoor temperature of 950F. a 

mitigate th ............ of ful hIandling aeidet. The redundant 

ventilation systems are designed to satisfy Safety Class 3, Seismic 

Category I requirements. They may be supplied by operator action with 

onsite emergency power from the standby diesel generators should loss of 

offsite power occur (see Section 9.4.2). No single failure can result 

in loss of ventilation to the fuel handling area.  

3.11.4.6 Emergency Closed Cooling Pump Area HVAC 

The emergency closed cooling pump area HVAC is designed to maintain the 

area at or below 104 0 F with both Unit 1 and 2 ECC pumps running, piping 

heat loss, and instrument air compressors, service air compressors, 

control complex chillers, and chilled water pumps running. The 

redundant HVAC units are designed to satisfy Safety Class 3, Seismic

3.11-36
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6.5 FISSION PRODUCT REMOVAL AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 

6.5.1 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES (ESF) FILTER SYSTEMS 

The control room emergency recirculation system (CRERS),. the exhaut 

*~ubyz:m ~ Fui Hndlig Aon 'cnilntzn yztrn.(PlAVz) knewn &. thim 

li i u I"h; r ... Subsyst em. F'f iA1E)i and the annulus e'xhaust 

gas treatment system (AEGTS) are thb ESF filter systems that reduce the 

concenzrarion of airborne radioactive contaminants following a design 

basis accident (DBA).  

6.5.1.1 Design Bases 

Design bases for the charcoal adsorber plenums of the CRERS,, and 

the AEGTS are as follows: 

a. Desizn Criteria 

The CRERS/--F4;:A& and AEGTS are safety-related. System design 

ccnfcrms with the requirements of General Design Criteria (GDC) 1, 

2, 3, 4, 1 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50. To satisfy the 

recuirements of these GDCs, the guidance presented in Regulatory 

Guides 1.3, '=.i 1.26, 1.29, 1.47, and 1.52 has been considered in 

the design of these systems.  

b. Need for Filtration 

The remote possibility of airborne radioactive contaminants 

en-ering the control room following a LOCA and the requirements of 

GDC 19 establish the need for the CRERS for filtration of control 

room air. GDC 19 requires, in part, that adequate radiation 

protection be provided to permit access to, and occupancy of, the 

Revision 6 
6.5-1 March, 1994
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control room under accident conditions for the duration of the 
accident without radiation exposure to personnel in excess of 
5 rem, whole body (5 rem TEDE for the design basis LOCA).  

Tho rornoto pzzibility of r8looo of zirbzrnz ei" acti.  

contaminants due to a fuel handling accident, the requir ents of 
GDC 61, and the recommendations of Regulatory G es 1.13 and 1.25 
establish the need for the FHACES to ac plish fuel pool area air 
filtration. GDC 61 requires, i art, that fuel storage and 
handling, and radioacti aste and other systems that may contain 
radioactivity b signed to ensure adequate safety under normal 
and pos ted accident conditions and that appropriate filtering 

The AEGTS is provided to reduce the radiological consequences of 
fission product releases in the containment from a LOCA .-/-Iwo 
hondlinýg &ccidont in•'1'-in' recantly irr9diitod fuel by collecting 
and filtering the leakage from containment. Also, the AEGTS is 
designed to maintain a negative pressure in the annulus relative to 
the outside which minimizes ground level release of airborne 
radioactivity due to containment exfiltration during normal and 

postaccident conditions.  

c. Component System Sizing 

Two 100 percent capacity filter units are provided for the CRERS.  
Air flow rate for the CRERS is 30,000 cfm per plenum. Based on 
this assumed air flow rate and the assumed charcoal adsorber 
efficiencies and factors discussed in Section 15.6, the overall 
dose to the operators following an accident has been shown to 
satisfy the requirements of GDC 19, or the 5 rem TEDE dose limit 
used for the design basis LOCA dose calculations.  

Revision 10 
6.5-2 October, 1999
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*Twroo 50 percent capacity Eiilter units t r e pr ovieded fr tlte rfeAc-s.  

rathorunit. Aroior fowraute flot rm the AEGT hsndling cf e pleum 

fuei pool Gooling aqgaipment rooms. I-Le not- 1-0 A ve 

mantn~~earea, and. the con rl rd- drivox pumffp aroor. Flew is 

--30,0090 efi. Of thics qjunt4ity, 15,300 Gfm cohasc drcl 

ýfrom tho fucl pool a.rea. Thisý1 alr- flow- r-ate: i-S bas'ed On flow 

-patterns that shul ntroi4n eontama4i~ants eseaping f rom the furl 

-poel area.

Two 100 percent capacity AEGTS filter units are provided for each 

reactor unit. Air flow rate for the AECTS is 2,000 cfm per plenum.  

Based on this flow rate, the negative pressure in the annulus is 

maintained at -0.25 inches of water gauge minimum continuously.  

Components of these filter systems have been sized to handle system 

air flow based on the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.52, 

ERDA 76-21 and general engineering practice.  

d. Fission Product Removal Capability 

The fission product removal capability of the activated charcoal 

adsorber material used in the CRERS,-FARS and AEGTS is based on 

the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.52.  

The decontamination efficiency of the AEGTS charcoal adsorber is 

99 percent for both elemental iodine and organic species of iodine.  

For the revised accident source term LOCA analysis, no credit was 

taken for the removal of elemental and organic iodines by the 

charcoal filters in the AEGTS. The AEGTS charcoal adsorber bed is 

4 inches deep with annulus exhaust air maintained at less than 

70 percent relative humidity.  

Revision 10 
6.5-3 October, 1999
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The decontamination Ccienc used for the CRERS -and rIA Z 

charcoal adsorberi _99 percent for elemental iodine and 

95 percent for organic species of iodine. For the revised accident 

source term LOCA analysis. an elemental and organic removal 

efficiency of 50% was assumed for the charcoal filters in the 

CRERS. The CRERS a charcoal adsorber bedti~ 2 inches 

deep. Exhaust air for e -APlenum/ is maintained at less than 

70 percent relative humidity.  

The HEPA filter efficiency used for all the plenums is 

99.97 percent on particles 0.3 microns and larger.  

Additional bases for the design of the CRERS\ tL and AEGTS are 

presented in Sections 6.4%.9.!4-4-and 6.5.3, respectively.  

6.5.1.2 System Design 

The' design features of the CRERS\ •4 and AEGTS are compared to the 

recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.52 in Tables 6.5-1\ 6.5-and 

6.5-3, respectively.  

Design of the activated charcoal adsorber plenums used in the CRERS\ 

-ULEG-and AEGTS follows the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.52 and 

ERDA 76-21.  

Each charcoal adsorber plenum contains the following: 

a. Demisters to remove large particles and water droplets (about 

1 micron diameter).  

b. Roughing filters to remove large particles (about 1 micron).  

c. HEPA filters to remove small particles (0.3 to 1 micron), including 

fission product aerosols (particulates).  

Revision 10 
6.5-4 October, 1999
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Roughing and HEPA filters are replaced when pressure drop across a 

filter exceeds the technical specification value. Pressure drop is 

measured by permanently installed differential pressure indicators.  

Charcoal adsorber material is changed when laboratory test results from 

representative samples show that the adsorber fails to satisfy the 

requirements of the Ventilation Filter Test Program.  

Essential services, such as power and electrical control cables 

associated with ESF filter systems, are protected as described in 

Section 8.3.1.4.  

The charcoal adsorber portion of each filter train is provided with a 

high temperature detection and water spray system to allow flooding of 

the charcoal bed in the unlikely event of high temperature in the 

charcoal (to preclude the possibility of iodine desorption).  

6.5.1.3 Design Evaluation -75 

Design and safety evaluations of the CRERS/ F and AEGTS are 

presented in Sections 6.4X -.4.2 and 6.5.3, respectively.  

The charcoal adsorber plenums are not exposed to conditions that can 

impair plenum efficiency. The exhaust air flowing through the charcoal 

plenums is maintained at 70 percent relative humidity by operation of 

the electric heating coils during abnormal conditions.  

'5 
The F44-e d4 AEGTS &-.e normally operated continuously during plant 

operation.  

The CRERS is operated for at least 10 hours each month as recommended by 

Regulatory Guide 1.52; during this operation of CRERS, the exhaust air 

is free of radioactive contaminants. Air exhausted or 

Revision 11 
6.5-6 September, 2001
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COMPARISON OF FUEL HANDLING AREA EXHAUST 
SUBSYSTEM WITH REGULATORY GUIDE 1.52 POSITIONS 

Req ut sition System Design Feature 

l.a The design conforms with this position.  

l.b The design conforms with this position.  

1.c The design conforms with this position.  

l.d he design conforms with this position.  

l.e Th design conforms with this position.  

2.a The esign conforms with this position.  

2.b The de *gn conforms with this position.  

2.c The desi conforms with this position.  

2.d The filter nits are not exposed to pressure 

surges from t postulated DBA.  

2.e The design conf ms with this position.  

2.f The design conform with this position.  

2.g Pressure drops and f w rates are not monitored 

in the control room.  

2.h The design conforms with his position.  

2.i The design conforms with ths position.  

2.j The design conforms with the 'tent of this 

position. See Section 12.1 for discussion of 

conformance with Regulatory Guide .8.  

2.k The design conforms with this positi n.  

2.1 The design conforms with this position Duct 

and housing leak tests will be performed in 

accordance with Section 6 of ANSI N510-198 

instead of In

Revision 6 
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TABLE 6.5-5 

FUEL HANDLING AREA EXHAUST SUBSYSTEM 

MATERIALS LIST (DESIGN DATA) 

Filter Unit Housing 

Number of filter units 3 for Units & 2 

Manufacturer CVI-Pennwa 

Filter holding frame Stainles steel, ASTM A479, 

Type 304 

Demisters 

Number per filter unit 12 

Manufacturer & model no. ACS, #101-55 

General standards MSAR-71-45 

Frame material Stainless steel, ASTM A479, 

Type 304 

Media Stainless steel and 

fiberglass woven mesh 

Roughing Filters 

Number, per filter nit 12 

Manufacturer Flanders (or equal) 

Model number 00A-0-02-03NL 

General sta ards UL 900 Class 1; UL 586 
Frame mat rial 14-gauge Type 409 Stainless 

Steel 

Filt material 95 percent boron silicate 

fiberglass, 5 percent 

organic material 

Adhesives Fire retardant polyurethane 

and rubber based 

adhesives 

Revision 6 
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TABLE 6.5-5 (Continued) 

Gaskets Sponge Neoprene (SCE-43) 

Weight, per filter, lbs 

Steel, approx. 25 

Glass and miscellaneous 

material, approx. 10 

Total 35 

HEPA Filters Upstream and Downstream 

Number, per filter unit 24 

Manufacturer Fanders (or equal) 

Model number 007-0-02-03NU 

General standards MIL-F-51068D; UL 900 

Class 1; UL 586 

Frame material 14-gauge Type 409 Stainless 

Steel 

Filter material 95 percent boron silicate 

fiberglass, 5 percent 

organic material 

(MIL-F-51079) 

Adhesives Fire retardant solid 

urethane 

Gasket Sponge Neoprene (SCE-43) 

(ASTM D1056) 

W Ight, per filter, lb 

Steel, approx. 25 

Glass and miscellaneous 

material, approx. 15 

Total 40

6.5-45
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TABLE 6.5-5 (Continued) 

Activated Charcoal Adsorber 

Manufacturer CVI-Pennwalt 

Type of media New, activated conut 

shell c coal 

Impregnant Pota lum iodide (KI) and 

elemental iodine type 

Weight of carbon, lb 3,040 

Adsorber enclosure Stainless steel, ASTM A240, 
S~Type 304 

Electric Heatin il 

Manufa rer CVI-Pennwalt 

F me material Stainless steel 

Heating element Inconel steel sheathed 

elements

695-46
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TABLE 7.1-1 

DESIGN AND SUPPLY RESPONSIBILITY OF SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS 

GE GE 
Design Supply Others 

Reactor Protection Trip System 

Reactor Protection Trip System (RP) X X 

Engineered Safety Features Systems 

Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) X X 
High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) 
Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) 
Low Pressure Core Spray System (LPCS) 
RHR Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) 

Containment and Reactor Vessel Isolation 
Control System (CRVICS) X X X 

Process Radiation Monitoring System (PRM) 
(Portion used for CRVICS) X X X 

Emergency Water Systems 
Emergency Closed Cooling Water (ECCW) X 
Emergency Service Water (ESW) X 

Control Complex Heating Ventilation and X 
Air Condition System 

Combustible Gas-Control System X 
Annulus Exhaust Gas Treatment System (AEGTS) X 
ESF Building and Area HVAC and X 

Purification System 
Containment Vacuum Relief System X 
Suppression Pool Makeup System X 
RHRS Containment Spray Cooling Mode X X 

RHRS Suppression Pool Cooling Mode X X 
Standby Power Systems X X X 
Pump Room Cooling Systems X 
Fveu HandA1ig V.nti7- tian Syctom 

Systems Required for Safe Shutdown 

Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS) X X 
RHR Reactor Shutdown Cooling Mode X X 
Remote Shutdown System (RSS) X X X 
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling 

System (RCIC) X X 

Revision 10 
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TABLE 7.1-1 (Continued) 

GE GE 
Design Suppl Others 

Safety-Related Display Instrumentation X X X 

All Other Safety-Related Systems 

Process Radiation Monitoring System X 
Neutron Monitoring System X X 

Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM) 
Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) 
Local Power Range Monitor (LPRM) 

Leak Detection X X X 
Rod Pattern Control System (RPCS) X X 
Recirculation Pump Trip (RPT) X X 
Fuel Pool Cooling System (FPCS) X 
Offgas Building Exhaust X 

Containment Atmosphere Monitoring 
System X 

High Pressure - Low Pressure 
Systems Interlocks X X 

Redundant Reactivity Control System X X 
Hydrogen Control System X 
FrEL /-/4,U LIN 1Z N-rl t- A-.T ,t4 ¶Y5T6rK
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7.3 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE SYSTEMS 

7.3.1 DESCRIPTION 

Section 7.3 describes the instrumentation and c ntrol 

plant Engineered Safety Features (ESF) systems: 

a. Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) 

b. Containmentand Reactor Vessel Isolation Control 

c. (Deleted) 

d. RHRS-Containment Spray Cooling Mode (RHRS-CSCM) 

e. RHRS-Suppression Pool Cooling Mode (RHRS-SPCM) 

f. Emergency Water Systems (EWS)( 1 ) 

g. Control Complex HVAC System(l, 

h. ESF Building and Area HVAC System')
1 

i. Annulus Exhaust Gas Treatment System (AEGTS) 

j. Pump Room Cooling System"') 

k. Containment Combustible Gas Control System 

1. Suppression Pool Makeup System 

m. Containment Vacuum Relief

of ti 

:ysten
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ie following 

as (CRVICS)
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n. Standby Power Support Systems¢1 )

NOTE: 

1. The following systems are considered to be ESF support systems 

not ESF systems in accordance with the guidance provided in 

NUREG-0800, Section 7.3. These systems will continue to be 

treated as safety-related for design, construction, 

maintenance, testing, and other operational purposes.  

Independent actuation of any one of these systems will not be 

reported per 10 CFR 50.73(a) (2) (iv).  

a. Emergency Closed Cooling Water (ECC) (P42) 

b. Control Complex Chilled Water (CCCW) (P47) 

c. ESF Building and Area HVAC Systems (M23) (M24) (M43) 

d. Pump Room Cooling Systems (M28) (M32) (M39) 

e. Standby Power Support Systems (R44) (R45) (R46) (R47) (R48)

2 Only the 

K7. e ntJ 1=iEti
exha'St ub=.'star ofE the f42Q1 hand.inII4 Arc-pp

The sources which supply power to the engineered safety feature systems 

originate from onsite ac and/or dc safety-related busses or, as in the 

case of the CRVICS failsafe logic, from the nonsafety-related RPS MG 

sets. Refer to Chapter 8 for a complete discussion of the ESF systems 

power sources.  

Revision 6 
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engine cooling water system, these temperatures may be 

displayed on the digital temperature indicator on the local 

control panel.  

Another set of thermocouples in the lubricating oil piping 

feed oil temperature in and out of the engine signals to a 

slow speed temperature recorder in the local control panel.  

This recorder operates continuously and provides a continuous 

record of important engine temperature for performance 

monitoring, trending and engine diagnostics.  

4. Diesel Generator Cooling Water System 

The diesel engine cooling water system is designed to remove 

the heat loads of the engine air intercooler, oil cooler and 

water jacket. Additional information on this system is 

provided in Section 9.5.5 for the standby diesel generators 

and Section 9.5.9.2 for the HPCS diesel generators.  

7.3.1.1.16 Fuel Handling Area Exhaust Subsystem 

The Fuel Handling Area Exhaust Subsystem (FHAES) i a subsystem of the 
Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System (FHAVS) The FHAES is an ESF 

System.  

a. FHAES Function 

The purpose o he exhaust subsystem is to exhaust air from 

potentia y contaminated areas. The air is filtered and passed 

th gh a charcoal filter train prior to discharge to atmosphere 

via the unit vent.  

Revision 6 
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(b) RCIC Steam Admission valve Open. (RCIC Pump Room only) 

16. Control Complex HVAC 

(a) Reactor Vessel Low Water Level (Trip Level 1) 

(b) Drywell High Pressure 

(c) High Radiation 

(d) Loss of Offsite Power

I n - .. 1 I ~ =3

(a) Charcoal "cr Z' IT ............

The plant conditions which require protective action involving the 

ESF systems are described in Chapter 15 and Appendix 15A.  

b. Location and Minimum Number of Sensors 

Where applicable in Technical Specifications, the minimum number of 

sensors is specified to monitor safety-related variables. There 

are no sensors in the ESF systems which have a spatial dependence.  

c. Prudent Operational Limits 

Operational limits for each safety-related variable trip setting 

are selected with sufficient margin so that a spurious ESF system 

initiation is avoided. It is then verified by analysis that the 

Revision 4 
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A radiologic~analysis, as a result of a fuel drop from 10 feet above the 

racks, ,hb en porformzd. It identifies the causes of the accident, 

assumptions and starting conditions. The fission product release from 

"the fuel, the airborne activity in the fuel hndlin; area czf the 

intermediate building and to the environs, is calculated and the 

corresponding radiological effects offsite are evaluated using the 

methods, assumptions and conditions in Regulatory GuideX d 5.  

The discussion of the consequences of this accident are presented in 

Section 15.7.4.  

9.1.2.3.3 Spent Fuel Rack Design - GE Racks 

Spent fuel rack design features are as follows (refer also to 

Figure 9.1-2): 

a. Each containment spent fuel pool contains 19 sets of racks which 

may contain up to 190 fuel assemblies. A maximum of 380 fuel 

assemblies may be stored in the two spent fuel pools.  

b. The storage racks provide an individual storage compartment for 

each fuel assembly and are secured to the pool wall through 

associated hardware. The fuel assemblies are stored in a vertical 

position with the lower tie plate engaged on a captive slot in the 

lower fuel rack support casting. Additional restraints are 

provided to restrict lateral movement.  

c. The weight of the fuel assembly is held by the lower rack support 

casting.  

d. The spent fuel storage racks are made from aluminum. Materials 

used for construction are specified in accordance with the latest 

issue of applicable ASTM specifications. The material choice is 

based on a consideration of the susceptibility of various metal 

combinations to electrochemical reaction. When considering the

9.1-21
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3. Three-way solenoid valves to automatically close (open) the 

control air supply port to the pneumatic driven dampers when 

the corresponding air handling unit is stopped (started).  

4. Temperature transmitters, temperature indicators and pneumatic 

temperature controllers in the computer rooms to modulate the 

three-way valve controlling chilled water flow through the air 

handling unit cooling coils.  

5. Humidity controllers in the computer rooms to modulate the 

humidifier control valve controlling the amount of steam 

discharge to the supply air stream.  

6. High and low limit moisture switches that provide a signal to 

alarm the control room of high or low relative humidity 

condition in the computer rooms. High limit moisture switches 

also automatically close steam supply motor operated valves at 

the same high setpoint and automatically open the valves when 

the relative humidity is low.  

7. Temperature element in each computer room to alarm in the 

control room if the room temperature rises above the high 
• • (•)f-• -- _temperature setpoint..  

"".4.2 FUEL HANDLING AREA VENTILATION SYSTEM 

The fuel handling area ventilation system (FHAVS) is comprised of the 

fuel handling area supply subsystem (FHASS) and the fuel handling area 

exhaust subsystem (FHAES). These systems provide ventilation for the 

general fuel handling area, fuel pool area, control rod drive pump 

areas, and the fuel pool cooling equipment room.  

Revision 8 
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Design bases for the FHASS and the FHAES are as follows: 

a. The FHASS and FHAES are classified as Safety Class 3, Seismic 

Category I. System design complies with the requirements of 

General Design Criteria (GDC) 1, 2, 4, 5, 60, and 61 of 10 CFR 50, 

Appendix A. The guidance provided by Regulatory Guides 1.3, 1.13, 

•- , 1.26, 1.29, 1.47, , - has been considered in the system 

design. 04|fC 

b. The FHASS and FHAES are not required for safe shutdown of the plant 
- Nc';CjTec zEi

in the event of a LOCA. H4ewe•ýFe, the FHAES isreurc to operate 

to mitigate the consequences of a fuel handling accident involving 

roceet4y irradiated fuel bundles.(i Q , fel that; has occupied part 

of G critical r-eacn- car w'-hin the previ11 s ven day7) 

SRedundant components are provided to satisfy the single 

ýailure criterion. Thio HAES1 i; an 2ES system.  

c. The FHASS and FHAES are initially started and subsequently operated 

remote-manually from the control room.  

d. The FHASS and FHAES are designed to maintain the temperature of the 

fuel handling areas, and any other areas they serve, between the 

temperatures given in Table 3.11-4. This temperature range is 

suitable for operating personnel and equipment.  

e. The FHASS and FHAES are designed so that air flow is directed from 

areas of low probable airborne contamination to areas of high 

probable airborne contamination.  

4LTuioo4- kof /WiC&c irja 1/4 if//C ri~e /&1OIVA6 ~c T Y 
f. -the FHAES passes exhaust air from the fuel hana ing area through 

charcoal filter trains to ensure that release of radioactivity to 

the environment is kept below permissible discharge limits.  

Revision 10 
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g. The FHASS outside air intake is provided with a structural missile 

barrier to prevent external missiles from entering the fuel 

handling area. The air intake duct is provided with two barometric 

pressure relief dampers. The system discharges the exhaust air to 
the atmosphere through a concrete vent which provides a structural 

barrier against external missiles.  

h. The major components of the FHAVS are physically separated and 

located so that they are not affected by internally generated 

missiles, pipe whip and jet impingement forces associated with 

breaks in high and moderate energy piping. 
'DE Ei Ca.N F rrv~ r( fk SPe vs ( cc. C,-.Ic 7.4 1Ai ~e f 444Z 

9.4.2.2 System Description 

Ventilation of the fuel handling area and other associated areas is 

accomplished by the FHAVS. This system is shown schematically on 

Figure 9.4-4.  

The FHAVS is designed to provide heating and ventilation for the various 

operating areas of the fuel handling area and ventilating equipment 

areas, and to provide effective protection for personnel against 

airborne radioactive contaminants.  

The FHASS continuously draws outside air through roughing filters and 
heating coils. One of the two 100 percent capacity supply fans 

(M40-CO01 A, B) normally operates to draw air through the supply plenum 
and discharge it to the supply ductwork for distribution. The areas 
provided with supply air are the control rod drive pump areas, the FHAVS 
equipment area, the railway and overhead crane area, and the periphery 
of the fuel pool area on all sides. The general air flow pattern in the 
fuel handling area is from areas of low probable airborne contamination 

to areas of high probable airborne contamination.  

Revision 11 
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The ventilation pattern in the fuel pool areas is from the supply around 

the periphery of the pools toward the exhaust located directly above the 

pools.  

The FHAES continuously draws air from the CRD pump areas, the control 

rod drive maintenance area, the area above the fuel pools, and from the 

fuel pool cooling, cleaning and postaccident sampling system (PASS) 

equipment rooms located in the intermediate building. Two of the three 

50 percent charcoal exhaust units are operating normally to draw air 

through the exhaust ductwork and discharge it to the atmosphere through 

the unit vent.  

In the event that the radiation monitors located upstream of the 

charcoal exhaust units senses high radiation, the high radiation signal 

alarms in the control room and automatically trips the supply fan. The 

exhaust system remains operational to continue exhausting contaminated 

air from the fuel handling area through charcoal filters, thus 

precluding any uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the outside.  

Two barometric pressure relief dampers (F575 and F576) in the supply 

duct would relieve any excessive negative building pressure. TI•rW (1LrkXr/O( 

15 NV6T CROWt~TO ig ,,TUC: FutEL iHAMOLINC cc ACA.OL7jr ANAL YCI 

During normal plant operation and plant shutdown, power will be provided 

by the preferred ac source. In case of a LOCA, this system is not 

required to operate to safely shut down the plant. However, during loss 

of offsite power (without LOCA), this system is automatically connected 

to the diesel generator and may be started manually at the operator's 

option.  

To comply with the single failure criterion, the power for exhaust fan 

M40-CO02C and filter train M40-DO01C is provided from Division 1 or 2, 

preferred ac sources. The division transfer at the motor control center 

is done by a manual key interlock system. An effective means to 

maintain cable and wiring separation between Division 1 and 2 is 

Revision 11 
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radiological considerations during normal operation and a fuel drop 

accident are discussed in Section 12.2 and Chapter 15.0, respectively.  

Co..r.. . f tho fuci handling building exhaust a4r f-ilration systest 
.,1^•-h t-1- i pellltegy ory 1 u 52 i given in Section 6.5.1.  

9.4.2.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements 

The components of the fuel handling building ventilation supply and 

exhaust subsystems are accessible during normal plant operation, 

shutdown and refueling operations. The ability to isolate an idle 

redundant component enables inspection, maintenance and testing to be 

performed while the system is in normal operation. When maintenance and 

testing are required on the common supply plenum, the supply system will 

be shut down.  

Periodic tests will be performed on the fuel handling building exhaust 

filter system. These tests will include measurement of differential 

pressure across the filter units and determination of filter efficiency 

to demonstrate that aging, weathering or poisoning of the filters has 

not significantly degraded the adsorptive material in the charcoal and 

H-EPA filters. tzi-in-n f; c; I gie addi-iGn tostd:;g reGui;roements fce

.he- charcoal filter trains.  

During testing and inspection, provision will be made to verify the 

function and performance of the fans, dampers, valves, controls, and 

other safety devices to ensure that these operational components perform 

their function reliably and accurately during normal operation, and 

under conditions of operating interruptions.  

9.4.2.5 Instruments, Controls, Alarms, and Protective Devices 

Operation of the fuel handling area ventilation supply and exhaust 

subsystems is manually initiated from the control room. During 

operation, one of the two supply fans and two of the three exhaust fans 

Revision 6 
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An audible alarm and an alarm acknowledge pushbutton is 

provided at the local panel. The acknowledge pushbutton 

silences the local audible alarm and clears the control room 

system trouble alarm.  

5. Radiation monitor in the heater bay vent stack to alarm in the 

control room on detection of high radioactivity level in the 

exhaust air.  

9.4.4.5.3 Offgas Building Exhaust System 

a. Operation of this system is initiated manually from the control 

room. During normal operation, one of the two fans operate 

continuously. Details of the instrumentation and controls for this 

system are discussed in Section 7.6.1.  

b. The operation of the offgas holdup pipe room fan is initiated 

manually from wall panel IH51-P5236 next to the offgas holdup pipe 

room entrance. During normal operation of the offgas system this 

fan would operate continuously.  

9.4.5 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES VENTILATION SYSTEM 

The engineered safety features (ESF) ventilation systems discussed in 

this section are the emergency service water pump house ventilation 

system, emergency closed cooling pump area cooling system, ECCS pump 

room cooling systems, and the diesel generator building ventilation 

system. Additional ESF ventilation systems are discussed in the 

sections noted: 

a. Annulus exhaust gas treatment system Section 6.5.3

9.4-56
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b. Control room HVAC and control room emergency 

recirculation system 

c. MCC, switchgear and miscellaneous electric 

equipment areas HVAC/battery room exhaust 

system

Section 6.4 

Section 9.4.1

d.

and 9. .2

e. Control complex chilled water system

9.4.5.1

9.4.5.1.1

Section 9.4.9

Design Bases

Emergency Service Water Pumphouse Ventilation System

Design bases for the Emergency Service Water Pumphouse Ventilation 

System (ESWVS) are as follows: 

a. The ESWVS is classified as Safety Class 3, Seismic Category I. The 

design of this system complies with the requirements of General 

Design Criteria (GDC) 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, 

and 10 CFR 50 Appendix B. The requirements of Regulatory 

Guides 1.26, 1.29, 1.47, 1.53, National Fire Protection 

Association (NFPA) 90A, and Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1 

have also been considered in the system designs and equipment 

procurement.  

b. The ESWVS is: 

1. Required to operate to safely shut down the plant during 

normal conditions, and emergency or LOCA conditions.  

Revision 11 
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radiation alarm can be obtained in the control room following the 

leakage of less than 10 gallons. A plate out factor of 2 is taken 

into consideration for this evaluation.  

With a reactor coolant pressure of 1,000 psi, and a flow restrictor 

of 1/4 inch, the initial flow rate through the break, assuming 

100 percent flashing will be in excess of 10 gpm. Thus a monitor 

response to the potential hazard of less than 10 minutes is 

expected.  

d. Fuel Handling Building Exhaust: 

The drop of a channeled spent fuel bundle has been identified in 

Section 15.7.4 as a hazard for personnel in this building.  

Assuming that m•-_-x 102 Ci of Kr 85 (Table 15.7-1') are released and 

mixed instantaneously into the whole volume of the fuel handling 

building, the resulting concentration is expected to be 

1.7 x 10-2 pCi/cc. This activity level is well within the range 

capability of the monitor.  

The response time of the monitor is inversely proportional to the 

activity level and is expected to be negligible at the high 

anticipated levels which may be reached during this calculable fuel 

handling accident.  

The particulate and iodine filters are removable for laboratory analysis 

to verify and identify activity levels and to provide a backup to the 

continual monitoring of the areas of surveillance.

12.3-68
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d. Generation of a condition that results in a consequential loss of 

function of a necessary containment barrier.  

15.0.3.1.3 Unacceptable Results for Limiting Faults [Design Basis 

(Postulated) Accidents] 

The following are considered to be unacceptable safety results for 

limiting faults (design basis accidents): 

a. Radioactive material release which results in dose consequences 

that exceed the guideline values of 10 CFR 100 (tor the design 

basis RAST - LOCA analysis, the offsite dose limit is 25 rem TEDE-r._ 
9_01 -IN Fvi H/,NIbLUjM6~(c~T <",41C-1s 15, 4-3 Al.S 12Eth 

b. Failure of fuel cladding which would cause changes in core geometry 

such that core cooling would be inhibited.  

c. Nuclear system stresses in excess of those allowed for the accident 

classification by applicable industry codes.  

d. Containment stresses in excess of those allowed for the accident 

classification by applicable industry codes when containment is 

required.  

e. Radiatfon exposure to plant operations personnel in the main 

control room in excess of 5 rem whole body, 30 rem inhalation and 

75 rem skin [5 rem TEDE for the design basis LOCA (RAST analysis)4.• 
.NO FJ:!L ,N <.N cII ."I,.JT .  

15.0.3.2 Sequence of Events and Systems Operation 

Each transient or accident is discussed and evaluated in terms of: 

a. A step-by-step sequence of events from initiation to final 

stabilized condition.

15.0-7
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For limiting faults (design basis accidents) two quantitative analyses 

are considered: 

a. The first is based on conservative assumptions for the purposes of 

worst case bounding of event consequences to determine the adequacy 

of the plant design to meet 10 CFR 100 guidelines (for the 

design-basis RAST - LOCA Analysis, the licensing basis limit is 

25 rem TEDE). This analysis is referred to as the "design basis 
analysis." 

7,4E ru;L #I )LWACý Acl~~ A5.~L 5/C8i L-I S&~?FfL 
(o~P•:r~/ 4Rn ZEN TE36- (CO-WI&L -Zco;1) 

b. The second is based on realistic assumptions to reflect expected 

radiological consequences. This analysis is referred to as the 
"realistic analysis." The "realistic analysis" is not performed 

for the LOCA-RAST analysis/ Ok rd•j( ,4A4bL14C, •.  

Results for both are shown to be within NRC guidelines.  

Doses resulting from the events in Chapter 15 are determined either 

manually or by computer code. Doses associated with Offgas System 

Failure (Section 15.7.1.1) are evaluated using GASPAR II (NUREG/ 

CR-4653)..(9 Time dependent releases are evaluated with the 

TACT computer code.(2)(6) Instantaneous or "puff" type releases are 

evaluated by methods based on those presented in Regulatory Guide 1.3 LI 

"a NUREG-1465. The General Electric NEDO-31400 analysis (7) also is 

utilized in determining doses associated with a Control Rod Drop 

Accident (Section 15.4.9). Dose conversion factors and breathing rates 

are presented in Table 15.0-4.  

15.0.4 NUCLEAR SAFETY OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS (NSOA) RELATIONSHIP 

Appendix 15A is a comprehensive, total plant, system-level, qualitative 

failure modes and effects analysis, relative to all the Chapter 15 

events considered, the protective sequences utilized to accommodate the 

events and their effects, and the systems involved in protective 

actions.

15.0-16
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SUM-2ARY OF ACCIDENTS

Title 

Seizure of One Recirzulation Pump 

Recirculation Pump Shaft Break 

Control Rod Drop Accident 

Instrument Line Break 

Steam System Pipe Break Outside 
Containment 

LOCA Within RCPB 

Feedwater Line Break 

Main Condenser Offgas Treatment 
System Failure 

Liquid Radwaste Tank Failure 

Spent Fuel Cask Droz Accident 

Fuel Handling Accident Inside 
Confainment(&E iq , /T,•uR 

ATWA s) 
ATWS

Failed Fuel Pins 
GE NRC Worst 

Calculated Case 
Value Assumption 

None 

None 

<770 770 

None None 

None None

None 

None 

N/A

Section 

15.3.3 

15.3.4 

15.4.9 

15.6.2 

15.6.4 

15.6.5 

15.6.6 

15.7.1.1 

15.7.3 

15.7.5 

15.7.6 

15.8

100% 

None 

N/A 

N/A 

None 

-124.

SPECIAL EVENT

Revision 11 
September, 2001
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Time Period 
(hr)

Whole Body 
0.25xMeV/dis 

8.72E-2 
5.13E-1 
1.55E-1 
5.32E-1 
4.21E-1 

5.02E-6 
3.72E-2 
5.25E-4 
1.87E-1 
4.64E-1 
5.25E-1

Isotope 

1-131 
1-132 
1-133 
1-134 
1-135 

Kr-83m 
Kr-85 
Kr-85m 
Kr-87 
Kr-88 
Kr-89 

Xe-131m 
Xe-133m 
Xe-133 
Xe-135m 
Xe-135 
Xe-137 
Xe-138

Breathing Rates

Breathing Rate 
(m(3 ) /sec)

0-8 3.47E-4"* 
8-24 1.75E-4 

24-720 2.32E-4 

*The following dose conversion factors (DCF's) are used in the design 
basis LOCA-RAST analysis, PWL. (i0 FLrNUELDcOg 

- DCF's for inhalation: EPA Federal Guidance Report 11 (Reference 9) 

**This breathing rate was used for the duration of the Control Room 
radiological consequence analyses(Lacp). RZiAorin k - or 3 c5-' 

Q eb N TffiE fQL HANbLkAif tb&T-COJ.T7IL J'knr AAV4LYN7dS 
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Thyroid 
(rem/Ci) 

1.49E+6 
5. 35E+4 
3. 97E+5 
2. 54E+4 
1.24E+5

2. 92E-3 
8. 00E-3 
9.33E-3 
9. 92E-2 
5. 72E-2 
4. 53E-2 
2. 81E-1
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k. Credit is taken for dilution in the lake to the nearest drinking 

water intake (0.5 miles ENE of the plant) as presented in 
Table 5.1-10 of the Perry Nuclear Power Plant Environmental Report 
(Operating License Stage).  

The resulting exposures from liquid releases to the groundwater are 
presented in Table 15.7-14.  

The individual isotopic concentrations and fraction of maximum 
permissible concentrations (FMPC) for the radionuclides released by a 
postulated failure of the concentrated waste tank are given in 
Table 15. 7 -15a. (Radiological assessments performed prior to 
October 4, 1993 that were used for the plant design bases as discussed 
in this USAR were evaluated against the 10 CFR 20 regulations prior to 
October 4, 1993. Radiological assessments for plant design bases 
modifications that are performed after October 4, 1993 will be evaluated 
using the revised 10 CFR 20 dated October 4, 1993.) 

A summary of the total isotopic concentration and total FMPC for each 
component postulated to fail is given in Table 15.7-16.  

As indicated by these results the concentrations are well within the 
10 CFR 20 effluent concentration limits for unrestricted areas 
(10 CFR 20, Appendix B). Likewise, the resultant exposures are a small 
fraction of acceptable limits for this type of event.  

15.7.4 FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT 

This accident is not reanalyzed as part of the reload analyses as the rd 'Xim.f ;/kcib j soec~T b7I (SiE 1:5-1 G) initi=i cyec analysis is bounding€ Radiological exposures were 
recalculated iga Cycle 9 incorporating GE14 fuel resulting in exposures 
well b;loa 10 CFR 100 nio li nC- mi rHlti The CNING I£ mIS OF 6.3 .e7I4-Eef SJC- 51M- ge" rT')C (0 COL90M 
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Identification of Causes

The fuel handling accident is assumed to occur as a consequence of a 

failure of the fuel assembly lifting mechanism resulting in the dropping 

of a raised fuel assembly onto stored fuel bundles.

15.7.4.1.2 Frequency Classification

This event has been categorized as a limiting fault.

Revision 6 
March, 1994
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Sequence of Events and Systems Operation

Sequence of Events

The most severe fuel handling accident from a radiological release 

viewpoint is the drop of a channeled spent fuel bundle onto unchanneled 

spent fuel in the spent fuel racks in the fuel handling building. The 

sequence of events which is assumed to occur is as follows:

Event 

a. Channeled fuel bundle is being handled by a 
crane over spent fuel pool. Crane motion 
changes from horizontal to vertical and the 
fuel grapple releases, dropping the bundle.  
The channeled bundle strikes unchanneled 
bundles in the rack.  

b. Some rods in both the dropped and struck 
bundles fail, releasing radioactive gases 
to the pool water.  

c. Gases pass from the water to the fuel 
handling building.  

d. The fuel handling building ventilation 
"system high radiation alarm alerts plant 
personnel.

15.7.4.2.1.1

Approximate 
Elapsed Time 

0 

0 

0 

<1 Min

Identification of Operator Actions

The accident analysis does not assume any operator actions for the 

mitigation of this event.

�- &�2� L {:� �IN{�)C
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15.7.4.2.2 Systems Operation 

-funiction athu4gh -redit iS taken only f9r th# cpzr~tizrn of thz F-6!Ei.  
Operation of .ke- plant, reactor protection or ESF systems is not taken 

into account.  

15.7.4.2.3 The Effect of Single Failures and Operator Errors 

The FHAES is designed to single failure criteria and safety 
requirements. No, Ci•c•rr, T!hjiZ c_- Ih ,) 

Refer to Scationi? -7 41 nd 9_4, •n' Appendix !54 fr further detai,•-.

15.7-23
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15.7.4.3 Core and System Performance ( Ir.4- C YC.LL-) 

15.7.4.3.1 Mathematical Model 

The analytical methods and associated assumptions used to evaluate the 

consequences of this accident are considered to provide a realistic, yet 

conservative assessment of the consequences for the initial cycle.  

The kinetic energy acquired by a falling fuel assembly may be dissipated 

in one or more impacts.  

To estimate the expected number of failed fuel rods in each impact, a 

conservation of energy approach is used. The fuel assembly is expected 

to impact on the spent fuel racks at a small angle from the vertical, 

possibly inducing a bending mode of failure on the fuel rods of the 

dropped assembly. It is assumed that each fuel rod resists the imposed 

bending load by a couple consisting of two equal, opposite concentrated 

forces. Therefore, fuel rods are expected to absorb little energy prior 

to failure as a result of bending. Actual bending tests with 

concentrated point-loads show that each fuel rod absorbs approximately 

1 ft-lb prior to cladding failure. Each rod that fails as a result of 

gross compression distortion is expected to absorb approximately 

250 ft-lb before cladding failure (based on 1 percent uniform plastic 

deformation of the rods).  

The energy of the dropped assembly is conservatively assumed to be 

absorbed by only the cladding and other pool structures. Because an 

unchanneled fuel assembly consists of 76 percent fuel, 19 percent 

cladding and 5 percent other structural material by weight, the 

assumption that no energy is absorbed by the fuel material results in 

considerable conservatism in the mass-energy calculations that follow.  

Revision 11 
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The energy absorption on successive impacts is estimated by considering 

a plastic impact. Conservation of momentum under a plastic impact shows 

that the fractional kinetic energy absorbed during impact is: 

M1 
1

M1 + M2 

where M, is the impacting mass and M2 is the struck mass.

15.7.4.3.2 Input Parameters and Initial Conditions (ItIrL CACL)

The assumptions used in the analysis of this accident are listed below: 

a. The fuel assembly is dropped from the maximum height allowed by the 

fuel handling equipment.  

b. The entire amount of potential energy, referenced to the top of the 

spent fuel racks, is available for application to the fuel 

assemblies involved in the accident. This assumption neglects the 

dissipation of some of the mechanical energy of the falling fuel 

assembly in the water above the rack and requires the complete 

detachment of the assembly from the fuel hoisting equipment. This 

is only possible if the fuel assembly handle, the fuel grapple or 

the grapple cable breaks.  

c. None of the energy associated with the dropped fuel assembly is 

absorbed by the fuel material (uranium dioxide).

15.7-25
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15.7.4.3.3 Results Pae IT42 CYCof 

a. Energy Available 

Dropping a fuel assembly onto the spent fuel racks from the maximum 

assumed height of 10 ft (actual height is 8 ft), results in an 

impact velocity of 25.4 ft/sec.  

The kinetic energy acquired by the falling fuel assembly is less 

than 8,000 ft-lb and is dissipated in one or more impacts.  

b. Energy Loss Per Impact 

Based on the fuel geometry in the spent fuel rack, two fuel 

assemblies are struck by the impacting assembly. The fractional 

energy loss on the first impact is approximately 63 percent.  

The second impact is expected to be less direct. The broad side of 

the dropped assembly impacts approximately 22 more fuel assemblies, 

so that after the second impact only 88 ft-lb (approximately 

2 percent of the original kinetic energy), is available for a third 

impact. Because a single fuel rod is capable of absorbing 

250 ft-lb in compression before cladding failure, it is unlikely 

that any fuel rod will fail on a third impact. In calculating the 

activity release, however, it is conservatively assumed that one 

rod fails on the third impact.  

If the dropped fuel assembly strikes only one fuel assembly on the 

first impact, the energy absorption by the fuel rack support 

structure results in approximately the same energy dissipation on 

the first impact as in the case where two fuel assemblies are

15.7-26
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struck. The energy relations on the second and third impacts 

remain approximately the same as in the original case. Thus, the 

calculated energy dissipation is as follows: 

First impact 63 percent 

Second impact 35 percent 

Third impact 2 percent (no cladding failures) 

c. Fuel Rod Failures 

1. First Impact Failures 

The first impact dissipates 0.63 x 8,000 or 5,040 ft-lb of 

energy. It is assumed that 50 percent of this energy is 

absorbed by the dropped fuel assembly and that the remaining 

50 percent is absorbed by the struck fuel assemblies in rack.  

Because the fuel rods of the dropped fuel assembly are 

susceptible to the bending mode of failure and because 1 ft-lb 

of energy is sufficient to cause cladding failure as a result 

of bending, all 62 rods of the dropped fuel assembly are 

assumed to fail. Because the 8 tie rods of each struck fuel 

assembly are more susceptible to bending failure than the 

other 54 fuel rods, it is assumed that they fail on the first 

impact. Thus 2 x 8 = 16 tie rods (total in 2 assemblies) are 

assumed to fail.  

Because the remaining fuel rods of the struck assemblies are 

held rigidly in place in the spent fuel racks, they are 

susceptible only to the compression mode of failure. To cause 

cladding failure of one fuel rod as a result of compression, 

250 ft-lb of energy is required. To cause failure of all the 

remaining rods of the 2 struck assemblies, 250 x 54 x 2 or 

27,000 ft-lb of energy would have to be absorbed in cladding 

alone. Thus, it is clear that not all the remaining fuel rods

15.7-27
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of the struck assemblies can fail on the first impact. The 

number of fuel rod failures caused by compression is computed 

as follows:

0.5 x 5,040 x 

250

19 

19 + 5
= 8

Thus, during the first 

follows: 

Dropped assembly 

Struck assemblies 

Struck assemblies

impact, fuel rod failures are as 

62 rods (bending) 

16 tie rods (bending) 

8 rods (compression) 

86 failed rods

Second Impact Failures N11 c%-•4k 

Because of the less severe nature ofthe ýseco• impact and the 

distorted shape of the dropped fuel assembly, it is assumed 

that in only 2 of the 22 struck assemblies are the tie rods 

subjected to bending failure. Thus 2 x 8 = 16 tie rods are 

assumed to fail. The number of fuel rod failures caused by 

compression on the second impact is computed as follows:

0.35 19 

2 x 8,000 X 19 + 5 

250
=5

15.7-28
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Thus, during the second impact the fuel rod failures are as 

follows:

Struck-assemblies 

Struck assemblies

16 tie rods (bending) 

5 rods (compression) 

21 failed rods

3. Total Failures 

The total number of failed rods resulting from the accident is 

as follows:

First impact 

Second impact 

Third impact

86 rods 

21 rods 

1 rods 

108 total failed rods (initial 

cycle)

157. .5rc are Perfarman cer G91 4 

15.7.4.4 Barrier Performance

This failure occurs in the fuel handling building outside the normal 
barriers (RCPB and containment). Therefore, this section is not 

directly applicable. The transport of fission produGts to the 

environment is discussed in the next section.  

15.7.4.5 Radiological Consequences

a. The *fg - is based on conservative assumptions considered to be 

acceptable to the NRC for the purpose of determining adequacy of 
the plant design to meet.,-10 CFR 100 guidelincs. This analysis is 

R-EGVL.4*'6-9*,b f.I.S3 DO5E 
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referred to as the "design basis analysis," and is based on a 

24 hour radioactive decay period of the fuel. < 

b.. . . .anli iz broods 4:suptiozzeona4c to v-de a 

-reAglisti- Ao~rt" stimate o;f r-;diolo~gical conscguenees. ..=his 

*ona!ysiz i4 referred to as tho "realistic analysis," anG 4,s based

,n A 2A hn-ir readioactioe decay pr.i... . .f the=LL.  

o. The third analysis ig an agoSement of offsite -and Contro!-oom 

.doo PnRuonccs whon ir-r-...di.t.. fuel is being handled .fter seven 

d2ayc of radioactivo decay has occurred. This aonolyosis conside.s 

beth oor~ervativ design bai4- and realistic cource terms. When 

comparing a fuel handling accident inside containment with a fuel 

handling accident in the Fuel Handling Building, the inside 

containment event would be bounding due to higher kinetic energy 

*and the greater number of fuel pins damaged. Pth P

ihe squire~cat assumptionAthat the activity which escapes from the 

tool is released immediately and directly to the environment.  

Thus, for this analysis, refer to Section 15.7.6.4 on the bounding 

analyses for the fuel handling accident inside containment.  

For all analyses, fhe fission product inventory-in the fuel rods assumed 

to be damaged is based on operation at 3,833 MWt.

_,eR± ~ sgR Nasis 4kl;a.6ysas 425.kamgnqn 4 e-lor- llocdiEcaotive Deeay-

of the Fal 

9'3$'AiK1'OA(S A"JO JVC7,TOD!CJ1ý ~ hD~ 
-The design basis analysis is based on NfP St..n.r -L-i .. o.. p 1.....4 .  (7a NRC Regulatory Guide -1.2E. Spaif"_ -@___P+ f i 

tcoaluation are prozent-d in Table 15..7 ..  
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15.7.4.5.1.1 Fission Product Release from Fuel 

".f•E _ rLTo S.Ecrj h,. (. 9 , 
following conditions are assumed applicable for this event: 

a. The fu rod gap activity is assumed to consist of .-0% of the total 

halogen an. ble gas activity in the rods at the time of the 

accident, excep or Kr-85 which is assumed to be 30%.  

b. Because of the negligible articulate activity available for 

release from the fuel plena, n e of the solid fission products are 

assumed to be available for release.  

C. It is conservatively assumed that 100 percen f the noble gas 

plenum activity and 1.0 percent of the halogen pl activity in 

the damaged fuel rods is released from the spent fuel o1 to the 

fuel handling building atmosphere.

15. 7-30a
Revision 8 
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-Based en -th3-e-- -b~'onditienre the arztP.ity, airbor-ni in theý fu~e---hand.

bul..1d,
lI-nof

nq T P~eenznoco tn ýiaezh *5.3 I18.

15.7.4.5.1.2 Fission Product Transport to the Environment 

in accordance with the criteri_ prg ir' int RaA,,,iA 1 95 and 
I.2 ±L- is • 3..... that the a-rb-ione ativty i.n the -t-"-h-

•period Nyi; a. q porc.1i- ine ezffie4 et F:HAES. The total activity

-19.

15.7.4.5.1.3 Results

PBoutwbim FijEL Yi440LWLi6 qCCsbEtJ_ 
The calculated exposures for the .design baric ainlyci are presented in -3s, 
Table 15.7--2-& and are-w-Q within the guicd!oinAs of 10 CIP. 199. Do.e CkiTa.QcP 
oF - !RGU~ibe 1183.

9-ojci i:Pica 44!LzcumAno; 20Hu ~di~iy l --,f

the Fuel 

The realistic analysis is based on a realistic but sti conservative 

assessment of this accident. Specific values of ameters used in the 

evaluation are presented in Table 15.7-17.  

15.7.4.5.2.1 Fission Product ease from Fuel 

Fission product release e -mates for the fuel handling accident are 

based on the followi assumptions: 

a. An ave ge of 1.8 percent of the noble gas activity and 

0 .percent of the halogen activity is in the fuel rod plena and 

available for release. This assumption is based on fission product 

release data from defective fuel experiments. (3 )

15.7-31
Revision 8 
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b. Because of the negligible particulate activity available for 

release from the fuel plena, none of the solid fission pro cts are 

assumed to be released.  

c. It is conservatively assumed that 100 percent of the oble gas 

plenum activity and 1.0 percent of the halogen ple m activity in 

the damaged fuel rods is released from the spent uel pool to the 

fuel handling building atmosphere.  

Based on the above conditions the activity airb ne in the fuel handling 

building is presented in Table 15.7-21.  

15.7.4.5.2.2 Fission Product Transpo to the Environment 

It is conservatively assumed that all activity released to the fuel 

handling building is released to th environment in the first two hours 

after the accident via a 95 perce t iodine efficient FHAES. Based on 

these assumptions, the activit released to the environment is shown in 

Table 15.7-22.  

15.7.4.5.2.3 Results 

The calculated expos es for the realistic analysis are presented in 

Table 15.7-23 and e well below the guidelines set forth in 10 CFR 100.  

15.7.4.5.3 Design Basis and Realistie Analyses Assuming Seven Day 

Radioactive Decay 

The radi ogical releases from a fuel handling accident inside 

contai ent (based on a seven day decay) are larger than those from a 

fuel andling accident outside containment (based on a seven day decay).  

Th efore, refer to Section 15.7.6.-4.3 for details related to the 

unding analyses for a fuel handling accident inside containment.  

Revision 8 
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15.7.5 SPENT FUEL CASK DROP ACCIDENTS 

This accident is not affected by the reload analysis.  

15.7.5.1 Cask Drop from Transport Vehicle 

In the unlikely event that the fuel cask falls from the transport 
vehicle, the maximum height which the cask will drop should be in 
general less than 10 ft. Since the cask is designed to withstand a 
30 ft drop onto a non-yielding surface without failure, the fall from 

the transport vehicle will cause no failure of the cask.  

15.7.5.2 Cask Drop from Crane 

The Mark III containment design includes a separate fuel handling 
building. The spent fuel storage pools in this building are arranged so 
that the overhead crane which handles the cask cannot possibly move the 
cask above the spent fuel storage pool. This precludes the possibility 

of the cask falling on the stored spent fuel bundles. Also, the pools 
are arranged so that a rupture of the cask loading pool floor will not 
drain water from the spent fuel storage pool. The cask loading area 
design and operating procedures are specifically formulated so that a 

cask drop will not result in failure of the cask.  

15.7.6 FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT INSIDE CONTAINMENT 

The radiological exposures were recalculated fo C4c- e 9 incorporating 

GE14 Fuel and power uprate analysis resulting in exposures wel' bI wlg 
10 CEP. 2.00 Cui~dzlinzz. L41TI4IN IbiLJC 4S_ &"Si• L/,'?l/T. 0 r, 6-.3]&E 
-rE6Ei (OýfgTL & S REt-I 7~h cYeLc)'? 

ýt., th... aee4!4nt Tit aavo. 6ey ...... f .w th ... i ...... e 

-k- 1'P&S Ie~L'r /S JeNVisD I lkbC AC C YCL6_ 76' 16- II:Y 7-11e /A/VPV7 
4ýDfrKFTi0MNS & RESOLLT$, )'EM''AdJ V&L,4i 
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btvefady z~upini 3:6 g wala As rozur th9:s roevaiw, -the 
dcntin f"r-QGQntiý' ir-r-adlatd fuol9" m;Ra ch onef te seme valuoe etheEr

d . i ±A. +- Y6:',.,A 1U i Q._l 11.! 9E2 R E P lf

15.7.6.1 

15.7.6.1.1

Identification of Causes and Frequency Classification

Identification of Causes

Various mechanisms for fuel failure during refueling have been 

investigated. Procedural controls, backed up by the refueling 

interlocks, impose restrictions on the movement of refueling equipment 

and control rods, to prevent an inadvertent criticality during refueling 

operations. In addition., the reactor protection system is able to 

initiate a reactor scram in time to prevent fuel damage for errors or 

malfunctions occurring during planned 

Revision 11 
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criticality tests with the reactor vessel head off. It is concluded 

that the accident that results in the release of significant quantities 

of fission products during this mode of operation with the greatest 

analyzed radiological consequences is one resulting from the accidental 

dropping of a fuel bundle onto the top of the core.  

The movement of non-fuel items over irradiated fuel inside containment 

will be administratively controlled such that the radiological 

consequences associated with their accidental dropping with or without 

primary or secondary containment will remain bounded by that of a 

dropped fuel bundle.

15.7.6.1.2 Frequency Classification

This event has been categorized as a limiting fault.

15.7.6.2 

15.7.6.2.1

Sequence of Events and Systems Operation

Sequence of Events

The sequence of events which is assumed to occur is as follows: 

Approximate 
Event Elaosed Time

a. Channeled fuel bundle being removed from 
I fi- ZUPl, reactor vessel by crane. Fuel bundle is 

dropped from maximum height allowed by the 
refueling equipment. Fuel bundle strikes 
core.  

b. Some rods in both dropped and struck 
bundles fail releasing radioactive gases 
to pool water.  

c. Gases pass from water immediately to building.  

d. Containment vessel and drywell purge 
ventilation system isolates due to high 
radiation signal. ijo._ C(Wert-r 1,i IIIL- D

15.7-34

0

0 

0 

20 sec 
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15.7.6.2.1.1 Identification of Operator Actions 

The accident analysis does not assume any operator actions for the 

mitigation of this event.  

Revision 8 
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Core and System Performance

The methods used for this evaluation are the same as those presented in 

Section 15.7.4.3, ioL 2- e /ANIr/.'9 4- 1Y6 At1LY4,4 5 C•,)1T7/51IF•L 
?/Ws itD ON G 6 Hff11dT >M 0'r(. FORIZCN IzI" 73rJM)L,!F IA/6 A c4.4E' A

15.7.6.4 Radiological Consequences

Three separate radiological a~aly.es are provided for this acbident: 

a. The first is based on conservative assumptions considered to be 

acceptable to the NRC for the purpose of determining adequacy of 
'RG rC,j.DE I.iSz biaC- CCR,'Z1I.  

the plant design to meet 10 CQR !P00 guidolinos. This analysis is 

rof•..... to &a ..t "d•••ig. basis analnysis," .... is based on a 24 

hour radioactive decay period of the fuel. -tifs IS 11CR:D CE rXE nr 
Af~o TAaC5 N'c C~Rbt- jfop -~a~ ) S4,Ftr7 y ofArvkEtS, I3cLhfl ý' &OK r1wT1

analyis - r@if~rrgQd to as the raloi analysisa," and4 :is baSed 

onQ a 24~ hou4r.riat~ desay PeEriod ofthfo.  

uI5C-IZTJ I 

dosoQ osnoguanalsos h irrdto fuoln+ n-o bo~fjj- h:c1½d ( oftorn 1zOM 

r~17: nf ~ e j-4- ý ýa-y ha 'w'c"~~c ith t1;Q asscumptioýn th4a:t te 

release r e 1 iael anddrcl rcoser,4c to th qe;o ni r- Q;; .P hi;

Q2......*-a "-- A-- 19 Q-&'_'2- •- Asa! "_S anua roawoStic

For all e the fission product inventory in the fuel rods assumed 

to be damaged is based on operation at 3,833 MWt. Specific values for 

parameters used 4n he +t o a nIalyrgs are provided in Table 15.7- .  

2n i-iý Ei " tha third analysis arc providad in Tabel 16.7 B2.  

.. T saa-B 
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Insert #1 (15.7.6.4.b) 
The second case is identical to the first case but was performed to detennine the effect of control room 
isolation and fresh air intake. The control room dose was calculated assuming that once the available 
activity is introduced into the control room, the fresh air intake was isolated without any additional 
inleakage. At two hours, outside air purge is assumed to initiate and continue for the remainder of the 30
day dose analysis.  

Insert #2 (15.7.6.4.c) 
The third case is also identical to the first case but was performed to determine the effect of control room 
isolation and emergency recirculation filtering. The control room dose was calculated assuming that once 
the available activity is introduced into the control room, the fresh air intake was isolated without any 
additional inleakage. At two hours, the control room emergency recirculation system was assumed to 
initiate and continue for the remainder of the 30-day dose analysis. A filtration efficiency for the charcoal 
of 50% was assumed in order to be consistent with Table 15.6-14.  

Insert #2A 
Note. The second and third cases were performed to examine the flexibility the Control Room operators 
have in using ventilation to ensure that there were no dose outliers. The results show that even if the 
operators take 2 hours to initiate an action, (i.e., re-initiate normal intake or utilize recirculation filtration) 
the doses remain below the license basis limits.  

Insert #2B 
An additional scenario was reviewed in the event a fuel bundle was dropped when travelling through the 
refueling shield inside containment. This reduces the amount of water coverage resulting in a lower 
Decontamination Factor. The resultant dose is less than the cases described above when considering that 
the damage is limited to the number of pins in one fuel bundle.
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Design Basis Analysis Assuming 24 Hour Radioactive Decay 

of the Fuel

a. Fission Product Release from Fuel 

!tv sg.zr -- ~3
he iOn Prtduct actý*It'y r2eea'ed . eff the fuel dantayed metoa 

ý%N I -ý -a. 4. n C 4' 1= n A a

--.L'~ -i - - ---- 4-Rc lea cd with CE!i fugl.
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Insert 3 (15.7.6.4. La) INFORMATION ONLY Pace 5 of 76 

The fission product activity released from the fuel damaged as a result of a fuel handling accident is 
calculated using the methods below: 

1) The fuel rod gap activity is assumed to consist of 5% of the total halogen and noble gas activity in 
the rods at the time of the accident, except for KR-85, which is assumed to be 10% and 1-131 
which is assumed to be 8%.  

2) Twelve percent of the alkali metals are available for release but are retained in the water.  

A total of 151 fuel rods fail as a result of the accident given a core loaded with GE14 fuel.
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b. Fission Product Activity._4irbcrne in tho Reaictor. Building J ) 

The following assumptions and initial conditions are used in 

calculating the fission product activity released to the -@4.Gr 
buidin-. zý N Vi Iq• S.  

1. The iodine gap inventory is composed of i species 

(99.-• percent) and organic species (0.-2" percent).  

2. The minimum water depth between the top of the damaged fuel 

rods and the containment pool surface is 23 feet.  

3. The pool decontamination factors for the inorganic and organic 

species of iodine are 3 and 1, respectively, giving an 

overall effective decontamination factor of le-O (i.e., 

,•?.ý94 percent of the total iodine released from the damaged rods 

is retained by the pool water). This difference in 

decontamination factors for -inrganic and organic iodine 

species results in the iodine above the fuel pool being S" 7 _1,t/-• . I/ 

composed of -5 percent in-erýenie and -2 percent organic 

species.  

4. The retention of noble gases in the pool is negligible (i.e., 

decontamination factor of 1). •.•.TiU.4T• A' VUcI•L< .. C 

5. The effects of plateout and fallout are neglected.  

Based on these assumptions, the activity released from the pool to 

the rcactcr buildi.g is listed in Table 15.7-V-.  
(0 t ',,o..V!7/T_-7 C 

7. ReIIIr 7 @i~•( FCc T Poc-(.. r,, (u16 CTgiIdW'LNiV /S JCCk' 

r/ 
r'c 

15
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The following assumptions and initial conditions are used in 

c culating the fission products released to the environs: 

1. T containment vessel and drywell purge system are in 

oper ion at the time the accident occurs. These systems are 

describ d in Section 9.4. It is conservatively assumed that 

isolation f the containment vessel and drywell purge system 

will occur 2 seconds after the release of fission product 

activity from t containment pool due to a high radiation 

signal in this sys em.  

2. All activity during the irst 20 seconds after the accident is 

assumed to be released to e environs via the containment 

vessel and drywell purge exha st system filter as a "puff" 

release.  

3. No credit is taken for filtering iodi e during the first 

20 seconds after the accident.  

4. The activity remaining in containment is rele sed to the 

environs (via the annulus exhaust gas treatment ystem) 

Based on these assumptions, the activity released to the

15.7-38
Revision 11 
September, 2001
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d. Results 

Based on these assumptions, the nt.gr.atd w;h.ol body d9S.. and.  

inte~--'-ed thyraid dose at the exclusion boundary a&44 low 

population zoneAare summarized in Table 15.7-P. The doses at 

these distances are well bolew tho 10 ... R !0 ..±.i.. ••He bAITl*'J T'4• LiEN•c1,•.  

5 •• ,6 2 P-,•,,• o . An•,.zg A;,:,• ,-a•, ,2 9A ;-rm Rd-, r ,.,•,_ c.  

a. F ssion Product Release from Fuel 

The fi ion product activity released from the fuel damaged as a 

result of fuel handling accident is calculated using the methods 

outlined in ection 15.7.4.5.2.1. As a result of this accident, 

124 fuel rods e assumed to fail for the initial cycle. A total 

of 151 fuel rods e assumed to fail for a core loaded with 

GE14 fuel.  

b. Fission Product Activity leased to Containment 

The following assumptions and i itial conditions are used in 

calculating the fission products leased to the containment: 

1. The fission product activity relea ed to thý containment will 
be inversely proportional to the remo al efficiency of the 

water in the upper containment pool. B ause water has a 

negligible effect on removal of the noble ases, noble gases 

are assumed to be instantaneously released fr m the pool to 

the containment.  

2. The iodine activity in the fuel rod plena is compose of 

inorganic species (99.75 percent) and organic species 

(0.25 percent).  

Revision 11 
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IFORMATION ONLY Paae 61 of 76 
-z•8 Z tI=! c U,,,LLt!I I• the act~ivi~ty tegleased te tl~ke eentai6nffient 

pool and the environment is given in Table 15.7-33 and Table 15.7-34 

respectively.  

c. Results 

Based on these assumptions, the integr d whole body doses and 

integrated thyroid doses at the exclusion bou ry, low population 

zone, and Control Room are summarized in Table 15.7- .The doses 

at these distances are well below the 10CFR100 limits, and *thin 

the General Design Criteria 19 limit for the Control Room.  
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FUEL Paqe 62 of 76 
"O .CR Pc;T[lTATr.n MCC• " T A'TV!T-

S'Realis c 

"M FORUIIEV I 'sII ONLY Design Basis Bas~s Assumptions Ass ptions 

I. Data and assumptions used to 
estimate radioactive source 
from postulated accidents 

A. Power level 3,833 MWt 3,833 MWt 

B. Radial peaking factor 1.7 1.6 

C. Fuel damage (GEl4) 151 ods 151 rods 

.D. Release of activity by ction Section 
nuclide 15.7.4.5.1.1 15.7.4.5.2.1 

E. Iodine fractions 

(1) Organic 0.0025 0.0025 

(2) Elemental 0.9975 0.9975 

(3) Particulate 0 0 

II. Data and assumptions used to 
estimate activity leased 

A. Fuel handl g building 
leak rate 100%/2 hr 100%/2 hr 

B. °Adsorp ion and filtration 
effi encies 

Organic iodine 95% 95% 

(2) Elemental iodine 95% 95% 

(3) Particulate iodine 95% 95% 

C. All other pertinent data None None 
-and assumptions

15.7-66
Revision 11 
September, 2001
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FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT INSIDE CONTAINMENT 
PARAMETERS TABULATED FOR POSTULATED ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

(ASSUMING -BA-Y- RADIOACTIVE DECAY) 
2'Y' Hc,2..

INFORMATION ONLY 
I. Data and assumptions used to 

estimate radioactive source 
from postulated accidents 

A. Power level 

B. * ýP~ XNS(;i.Zr d6 

C. Fuel damage (GEl4) 

D. Release of activity to 
containment pool by 
nuclide, per failed rod 

E. Iodine fractions - organic 

II. Data and assumptions used to 
estimate activity released 

A. Primary containment leak 
rate 

B. Secondary containment leak 
rate 

C. Isolation valve closure 
times 

D. Filtration efficiencies 

E. Recirculation systems 
parameters (flow rates vs.  

.time, mixing factor, etc.)

Design Basis 
Assumptions

3,833 MWt 

Section 

151 rods

oýealiJtiS Caae

3,433 MWt

Se tion 
15.7. 6.4

15:

Section 
15. 7. 6. 4.,A 

Instantaneous 
total release 
of all activity 
leaving pool to 
environment 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A

rods

Se tion 
1517.6.4.3

.0 d25

.9q75

In• 
tot 
of 
leý 
enx 

N1/ 

NIA

N/A

tantaneous 
al release 
all activity 
ving pool to 
ironment

Revision 11 
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Insert #6 (Table 15.7-32, Item 1.B)

B. Bum-up
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Page 64 of 76

-Peak rod exposure is less than 62,OOOMWD/MT 
-Between 54,000 and 62,000MWD/MT, the maximum linear 
heat generation rate does not exceed 6.3 KW/Ft peak rod 
average exposure.

INFORMATION ON LY



TABLE 15.7-32 (Continued)

Design Basis 
Assumptions

Enclosure 7 
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0 e'!iitic Caos

F. Containment spray 
parameters (flow rate, 
drop size, etc.) 

G. Containment volumes 

H. Pool Removal (iodine 
partition factor) 

-I. All other pertinent data 
and assumptions 

J.. Activity released to 
environment 

K. Control Room Parameters 

1. Volume (ft 3 )

3 Filter fi .i.znev

N/A 

N/A 

- ee2oo

Section 
15.7.6 

Table 15.7-1 

See below

367,070 ft 3

�,czuu �.LflZt&flt&nzau3
6i 0ing at + 10% cf 

;design flXw) 

9 Hie.fit-ered " r'rl ation 
a SsumaedG)

III. Dispersion Data

A. Boundary and LPZ 
distances (m)

B. Offsite X/Q's (Corresponding 
to 7 year meteorological 
data for 0-2 hr for 
SB/0-8 hr for LPZ) 

C. Control Room X/Q's (6-eq,7r

4.3E-4/4.8E-5 4. 3E-- 41. 9--5

(Lr O-==krs 3.5] '.  
8 24 hzs 2.iE-4 

-(3) 1 A days 5.IE-4

IV. Dose Data

A. Method of dose 
calculation

Section 
15.0.3.5

Revision 11 
September, 200115.7-84
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Insert #4 (Table 15.7-32 Item II.K) Paae 66 of 76

2. Design Flow (cfm) 
Case I

Case 2

Case 3

Intake 
6600 (Normal + 10%) 

6600 
Isolated after activity 
introduced into 
Control Room 

6600 
Isolated after activity 
introduced into 
Control Room

Exhaust (iP. ?,a.) 

5400 (Normal -10%) 

5400 
Started after 2 hrs

0

Emergency Recirculation 
0

0

27,000 (Normal -10%) 
Started after 2 hrs 
Filter efficiency = 50%

INFOR TION ONLY
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INFORMATION ONLY 

B. Dose conversion 
assumptions 

1. Dose conversion 
assumptions (Offsite) 

2. Dose Conversion 
Assumptions (Control 
Room)

Design Basis 
Assumptions

-R al-...... Casc 
Ass ,, I. I *

15.0. 3.5t. 1. t3.O5 

Czraisloicalc 

Fý~p 3&Cee
Cn nersion 
Factors (rem/Ci)

1-132 l6 OE 
I-132 .10EZ 
-1 43-3 - -1 8E5 

-1-131 i.10E3 

-I-3 3.10E-4

C. Peak activity 
concentrations in 
containment

N/A

D. Doses Table 15.7-35 Tablc 15.7 35

Revision 11 
September, 200115.7-84a
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INFORMATIO CHOjL10 TABLE 15.7-33

FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT INSIDE CONTAINMENT 
ASSUMING 7 DAY RADIOLOGICAL DECAY OF THE FUEL 

DESIGN BASIS AND REALISTIC ANALYSIS 
ACTIVITY RELEASED TO THE CONTAINMENT POOL (CURIES)*

Design 
Source

Isotope Activ 

1-131 2.1E 
1-132 
1-133 2.OE 
1-134 ** 

1-135 2.OE 

Kr-83m 
Kr-85m 7.8E 
Kr-85 9.  
Kr-87 ** 

Kr-88 ** 

Kr-89 **

Xe-131m 
Xe-133m 
Xe-133 
Xe-135m 
Xe-135 
Xe-137 
Xe-138/

Basis I 
Terms S( 
ity 

+4 

+2 

-3

1. 9E+2 
1. 4E+3 
2. 6E+4 

**

2.8E-1 
**

**

@ 3,833 MWt

** Negligible levels of activity

15.7-85
Revision 11 
September, 2001
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1. 7E+3 

5. 1E+O 

2. 9E-5

4.3E-9 
6-2E+2

4. 8E+I 
1. 4E+2 
4. 3E+3 

5. 8E-2

* GE14

I 
I 

I
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o 4 , - _ //TABLE 15.7-34 

FUEL ANDLING ACCIDENT INSIDE CONTAINMENT
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ASSUMING' - A-YRADIOLOGICAL DECAY OF THE FUEL
DESIGN BASIS AND REALISTIC ANALYSIS

ACTIVITY RELEASED TO THE ENVIRONMENT (CURIES)*

Isotope

z7 • I -!131 
1-132 

1-133 
1-134 
1-135 

Kr-83m 
Kr-85 
Kr-85m 
Kr-87 
Kr-88 
rýp n

3xe - i fl 4' 

Xe-131m 
Xe-133m 
Xe-133 
Xe-135m 
Xe-135

Design Basis 
Source Terms 

Activity

i. lq 2 

/. fSE, 

"7.-/' "'2 

A( & C -I

.Z IF - / 

6., 7E 12 
f.Z7C- t-4

2 .-•E+ 

2 0"E-•5 

9--2-P- 2 
7 -8

1 .-9E--+2 

2 .- 6-•-1

Yve 13:7

* GE14 Fuel @ 3,833 MWt

C- t i 7 i - 1 Cz7PLL•TLY Mi rh'e• ?aoL.

5.5-F� � 

ti?�E -d

Revision 11 
September, 2001

RealJ 
SourcE 

Acti

5.9 

2.9

6.2 
4.3 

*

stic 
Terms 

vity 

E+1 

E-2 

-7 

+2 
-9 

+1 

1+2 
1+3 

-2

I-

4.8 
1.4 
4.3 

5.8

Kg ?7
?" -

0 &*t

15.7-86
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29-hoj ' 
FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT INSIDE CONTAINMENT 

ASSUMING - RADIOLOGICAL DECAY OF THE FUEL 
DESIGN BASIS AND .. A.i.. Ti. ANALYSIS 

RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 

Bftate DA ee3ORCe TER1AZ 

Whole Body Inhalation eta Skin 
Dose (rem) Dose (rem) Dose (rem) 

Exclusion Area 1.17E-1 4.71E+I N/A 
(863 Meters) 

Low Population Zone 1.40E-2 5.25 N/A 
(4,002 Meters) 

Control Room 1.27E-2 2.76E+l 3.37E-1 

REALISTIC SO CE TERNS 

W le Body Inhalation 
ose (rem) Dose (rem) 

Exclusion Area 1.87E-2 3.85 
(863 Meters) 

Low Population one 2.10E-3 0.43 
(4,002 Meters 

Control R om N/A N/A 

NOTE: The above radiological effects have been updated to reflect 
the scaled increases associated with Power Uprate to 
3,758 MWt.  

Revision 11 
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DESIGN BASIS SOURCE TERM
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TEDE Dose (rem) Licensing Limit (rem) "

Exclusion Area 
(863 Meters) 

Low Population Zone 
(4002 Meters) 

Control Room: 

Case I 

Case 2

Case 3

1.44 

0.161

1.03 

2.81 

2.97

6.3 

6.3

5 

5 

5
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Figure 15A.6-35 presents the different protection sequences for the 

control rod drop accident. As shown in Figure 15A.6-35, the 

reactor is automatically scrammed and isolated. For all design 

basis cases, the neutron monitoring, reactor protection and control 

rod drive systems will provide a scram from high neutron flux.  

After the reactor has been scrammed, core cooling is accomplished 

by either the RCIC or the HPCS or the normal feedwater system.  

b. Event 36 - Fuel Handling Accident Outside Containment 

Because a fuel-handling accident can potentially occur any time 

when fuel assemblies are being manipulated in the fuel handling 

building, this accident is considered in all operating states.  

Considerations include mechanical fuel damage caused by drop impact 

and a subsequent release of fission products. The protection 

sequences pertinent to this accident are shown in Figure 15A.6-36.  

It is important to note that the systems, structures, and 

components described within Figure 15A.6-36 are only credited for 

the fuel handling accident that involves dropping of at ..... ý, 

irradiated bundle onto other -esently irradiated bundles.  

Revision 10 
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It is important to note that the systems, structures, and 

components described within Figure 15A.6-43 are only credited for 

the fuel handling accident that involves dropping of ar.r • 

irradiated bundle onto other recenty irradiated bundles.  

Revision 10 
15A.6-41a October, 1999
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EVENT 36 
FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT 

OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT 
STATES A, B, C, AND D

FUEL HANDLIN1G.  

VEN-bTfbeN 

FULJEH-IANBU) 
AREA-EXHAUC-NT

FUEL44ANDLINC 

-(PASSIVE) 

P 4C|- 

>.I-I.Ii 
l•=,.l 

i,•

CONTROL ROOM 

HEATING, VENTILATING 
AND AIR CONDITIONING 

SYSTEM

MNFORi TIONt ON LY

S 

El kl-r5N'.,,•, r- , ,-. Ak , 

SI. ,.. T wiiu , l-ilrGL- - d 

NOTE 1: 1 tie til,. il 21W. tv•'Gd"'q d - . 1

-- - - -- - -. �

(Rev. 10 10/99) 
Protective Sequences for Fuel 

Handling Accident 
Outside Containment

Figure 15A.6-36
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EVENT 45 
FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT 

INSIDE CONTAINMENT 
STATE A

CONTROL ROOM 
HEATING 

VENTILATING AND 
AIR CONDITIONING 

SYSTEM

*I .*IV Ij LJI,. %J P-3 zIsm is, aJ.U ineefeSAN 

arc n~y Re3&d fz h e n'n oidatta 
~. ~th. ... "2rz~icedbud~ztedWo

iON

(Rev. 10 10/99) 
Protective Sequences for Fuel 

Handling Accident Inside 
Containment 

Figure 15A.6-43

LU;44--F. § ieýmhq "p-l"H9
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TABLE 15A. 2- 4

UNACCEPTABLE CONSEQUENCES CRITERIA 

PLANT EVENT CATEGORY: DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

Unacceptable Consequences

4-1 Radioactive material release exceeding the guideline values of 

10 CFR 100 (for the design-basis RAST LOCA analysis, the 

licensing basis offsite dose limit is 25 rem TEDFI4> Fok 7 
DE¶C,164 3ASIS (-ve,'. I44Nbe4Alog AC<IIDMV7ý rIYZ 4LIC('NS,,.jC 3,4ý1• o0'ff5VP6 Doe 
Llrl, r /5 6. 3 -Je:D6.) 

4-2(l) Failure of the fuel barrier as a result of exceeding 

mechanical or thermal limits.  

4-3 Nuclear system stresses exceeding that allowed for accidents 

by applicable industry codes.  

4-4 Containment stresses exceeding that allowed for accidents by 

applicable industry codes when containment is required.  

4-5 Overexposure to radiation of plant main control room 

personnel.  

NOTE: 

1. Failure of the fuel barrier includes fuel cladding fragmentation 

(loss-of-coolant accident) and excessive fuel enthalpy (control rod 

drop accident).  

Revision 11 
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